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Fulton,

An after-hours "depository" has been
installed in the City Hall to serve as a safeguard for funds collected by the police department during hours that the City Clerk's
office is not open.
The depository, installed in March, replaces a former "lock-box" system described
by Mayor Tripp and the city Commissioners
as "inadequate" in accounting for monies
collected for appearance bonds and other
sources after regular office hours.
The new depository, located in the wall
of the corridor outside the City administrative offices, can be opened only during regular office hours.
"The foolproof system of 'checks and
balances' enables us to keep up the high
standard of performance expected of our
hard-working police force, many of whom
have put in many long years of outstanding
service to the city," Mayor Nelson Tripp told
the News in commenting on the new depository system for the collection of police fines.
Many "thanks' to the many readers who
have found our current series of feature stories about people and places in and around
Fulton to be right interesting reading. I am
enjoying doing them, and I have right now
about 20 subjects that I want to do stories on
as time permits.
There really isn't enough "hot news"
around a community this size to justify blaring headlines every week — as you well
know, but there are literally hundreds of interesting people and places to write about,
each telling a special little story of their own,
in which a bit of the community history can
be entwined with little or no effort at all.

42041, Fulton County, Kentucky

Licenses Of
Two Area Men
e Revoked

Mrs. Mamie Ennis

10c
Number 23

County Food Stamp Program Is
Al $26,000 Monthly Purchase Level

ow below are the names
of ,. ndividuals in Fulton and
Food stamps have more meaning than ever
Hitkrnan Counties who have
lost their drivers' licenses for before for low-income families.
1h4 week ending May 22, which
have been released by the DeThat's the opinion of Mrs. Margaret Adams,
partment of Public Safety to Field Office
Administrator in Fulton County,
the Traffic Safety Coordinatwho reports that participation in the program
ing Committee:
Fulton County: Charles Ed- continues to show a significant increase followwaist Roberts, 404 Mengel ing inauguration of
important rule changes in
Street, Hickman, DWI, license
it-evil* until October 29, 1970. February.
1Alekman County: Everett
June 1, 1970 — Food stamps
neon Spraggs, 419 N. Wash- have more
Mrs. Adams noted that durmeaning than ever
ington. Clinton, RCT, license
ing May. participation in the
revoked until November 17, before for low-income families. program in Fulton County in19/0.
That's the opinion of Mrs. creased by more than 158 perMargaret Adams, Field Office sons as compared with the preMAYOR IN HOSPITAL
Administrator in Fulton Coun- vious month.
Fulton Mayor Nelson Tripp ty, who reports that participa"This increase is due almost
underwent emergency surgery tion in the program
continues entirely
to the fact that the
ay at Fulton Hospital, to show a significant
increase
a
Is reported as "getting following inauguration of
im- new food stamp rules make
fine"
at press-time portant rule changes in Febru- the program of significantly
sday.
ary.
greater value to low-income

families who need help in im.
proving
their diets," Mrs.
Adams said.
Generally, the rule changes
involved reducing the purchase
requirement and increasing
the amount of free food coupons many eligible families receive.
Mrs. Adams urged local volunteer groups, civic groups
and other organizations to offer their services to help families getting food stamp aid.
"Many food stamp families
have no regular transportation,
either to the food stamp issuance office or to the grocery store," Mrs Adams noted.
"By volunteering to provide
this transportation, as well as
helping instruct families in
wise buying practices and
other activities, local organizations in Fulton County will be
making a valuable contribution
to the community," she said.
During May, officials of
USDA's Food and Nutrition
Service reports, a total of 1073
persons in Fulton County paid
$8,335.50 of their own money
Mrs. Hill. Each time I decided for $26,058.00
worth of food
that our readers would love to coupons.
know about this dedicated
This means, FNS officials
(Continued un Page Six)
note, that the economy of the
county received a $17,722.50
boost in just one month.
through the bonus or free food
coupons given eligible familes. The bonus coupons represent increased buying power
at local authorized grocery
stores.
The free coupons each family
receives are paid for entirely
by USDA.
To apply for food stamp aid
in Fulton County, interested
low-income families should go
to the Public Assistance Office, .at 307 Main Street, Fulton, 'Kentucky. The head of
the household should apply for
each family.

Mrs. Walter Hill, Beloved
Lady, Dies Quietly Al 89

Mrs. Mamie Ennis Retires After
45 Years As A Tennessee Teacher.
Mrs. Mamie Ennis, who began her teaching career in
1925 in the Weakley County
School system, has announced
her retirement after a 45-year
career in Tennessee schools.

Thursday, June 4, 1970
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By Jo Westpholing

ate of Martin High School. she
previously
attended
Bethel
College and was awarded a.
BS in Education.

Almost a quarter of a century ago, just moving here
from Washington, D. C., I had
the occasion to come in conShe was affiliated with the
tact with a lovely lady, a
Weakley County school system
member of a prominent and
Acclaimed as an outstanding until 1954, and for 15 of these
distinguished Kentucky family.
teacher in English, Mrs. Ennis years was principal of an eleTogether we worked on a
has been teaching at South mentary school in the county.
matter of mutual interest with
Fulton High school since 1961, In 1954 she joined the teachSpeaking of "hot news" in a small comsome
of the friends I had just
and this year was the yearbook ing staff of the Obion County
munity, an awful lot of it oozes out of the
left behind in Washington. The
sponsor. A popular teacher at High school and from 1954 unmatter was resolved with sucsidewalks, and the counter-tops, and the
South Fulton, she has been in- til 1961 taught at Woodland
cess, which brought a great
volved in many activities at Mills. She joined the staff of
blank walls. In Washington they would call
deal of happiness to Mrs. WalSouth Fulton High, and was South Fulton High School in
it a "news leak", but in a small community
ter Hill and to her family.
recently honored at a special 1961.
My help to Mrs. Hill was
it quietly travels so fast that one can simply
dinner attended by some 25 of
A member of the Central
BYRD
such
a little thing to do, yet
the school teachers and faculty Baptist of Martin, she is aca-"desire to communicate," or solne.
to
us it brought a friendship
at
the
home
of
Mr.
and
tive
Mrs.
in
church
and civic affairs
thing like that. Here is a good bit of advice
of long and lasting duration.
Paul Blaylock.
of that community. In 1970
that Jo and I were once given by the late
It was a friendship that deepMrs. Ennis' retirement ends she is serving at President of
ened during the years, with
"Billy" Snider, who was Lt.-Governor of
a career that began as a the 20th Century Club, has
never an eventful occasion in
teacher in the Weakley County been past Worthy Matron of
Mississippi at the time we worked for him
our family, in our new lives,
school system in 1925. A gradu(Continued on Page Six)
on the old Clarksdale Register.
that didn't bring a little note
of congratulations, a message
We were after Billy to tell us, confidentiof condolence, and a happy
ally, something about a highly-interesting
There'll be a gathering of message of cheer for all the
and secret matter, but he wouldn't even tell
Steve Green
the clan on Sunday when the holidays we shared together.
Mrs. Hill, known to her intius, his close friends and fellow-newspaper
family of Mrs. Vera Byrd joins
workers.
her for a family reunion. Mrs. mates as Birdie, was as dynaLast Saturday Rev. Vincent and then enjoying a meal at- Byrd, the widow of Milner mic and forceful an individual
"I can't do it", he said. "Nobody knows
Kaufman of Sacred Heart tended by his loved ones.
Byrd, lives on Highway 51 near in her waning years as she
The 1970 YMBC Horse Show
this but me, and only me." And he held up
was in the long ago, when she
Church in Memphis observed
Sharing the occasion with Fulton. The big and comfort- became one
will be held Saturday night,
of the only two
one finger.
the 10th anniversary of his Father Kaufman were:
able family home will be alive
June
27th, 7:30 p. m, at the
clerical life surrounded, by his William Hagman, pastor of the with children, in-laws, grand- women ever to serve on the
"Now if I tell you,—even though you
Fairview Ball Park, Fulton,
Fulton
Board
of
Education,
an
family, and close friends in the Catholic churches in Fulton children and great grandchilKentucky.
swear you will tell no one else,—how many
unheard of position in the days
ministry.
and Hickman; Rev. John Scola dren.
The following committees for
when women's suffrage might
people do you think will know it? Two?
Mrs.
Byrd's
nine
children,
It was ten years ago that of Immaculate
Conception
Steve Green, son of Mr. and the show are announced: Genbecome ,a fact in the distant
and
Just you and I?"
respective
their
families
Rev. Kaufman was ordained a Church in Union City.
Mrs. A. W. Green of South eral Chairman. Raymond Stalwho will visit her on Sunday future.
Catholic priest in impressive
He held up two fingers.
B tepeamein
Richard
rc a:y.B
Also his sisters, Miss Cathobby
I thought so many times of Fulton, was recently initiated Iins; Cor mit
Mrs.
are:
Turney
e
Davie
of
ceremonies
at
the
Cathedral erine Kaufman and Mrs. Doris
"Do you think that is two? No, that is
doing a "silhouette" story on into the honorary fraternity Myatt,
in Nashville. Having attended Martynak of Memphis; Mrs. Hickman; John Byrd of ACaldwell
Urn_
and
Nicky
Forrester;
Chi Epsilon of Vanderbilt
eleven. And if I should divulge this secret to
the Sacred Heart School here Ray Williams of Louisville; pache Junction, Arizona; Mrs.
Secretary, Billy Joe Speight:
versity.
OPEN HOUSE
just two of my closest and most trusted
through eight grades, and four Mrs. Johnnie Wall of Union Bill Haynes of Route One,
Publicity,
Gene
Hoodenpyle;
Vanderbilt
The
chapter
of
Open House will be held June
years of high school at Father City; Mrs. Jimmie . Cooley of Fulton; Mrs. Harmon Ross of
friends, do you know how many people will
Chi Epsilon is restricted to Ring Master, Charles Gregory;
Murray; Robert Byrd of Joliet, 14 from 2 to 6 p. m. at the
Ryan High School in Nashville Hickman, and
Announcer, Jimmy Small. Benunder-graduate
civil
engineerhis
brother,
find out about it?"
he entered St. Ambrose college Raymond Kaufman of Hick- Illinois; William Byrd of Pa. home of Rev. and Mrs. Wil- ing students in the top third of ton. Kentucky: Organist, Mrs.
ducah and Richard, and James ham H. Mobley, Water Valley,
And he help up three fingers.
at Davenport, Iowa. It was man. Other members of
L.
C. Logan; Judge. Jimmy
their class. Election is based
the
following this graduation that Williams, Wall, Kaufman and Byrd and Mrs. Thurman How- who will be • observing their on grade point average, faculty Cole, Jackson, Tennessee: Tro"Do you think that is three,—just me
Golden Wedding anniversary.
ell of Crutchfield.
he
chose
to
devote
phies
and Ribbons, Raymond
his
life
to
recommendatio
'Cooley
families attended.
ns and excep
and two others? No, that is one-hundred and
All friends and relatives are inthe priesthood. He attended St.
tional achievements in extra Stalling.
Others to enjoy the event
vited.
eleven"!
Mary's Seminary in Baltimore,
Flower Girls, Gene Hoodencurricular campus activities.
RECEIVES DEGREE
with Father Kaufman were:
I have often mused about the soundness
Md.
Steve was also elected trea _ pyle; Tickets, Carter Oliver;
Miss Margaret English and
Gene Cannon, son of Mr. and
RUMMAGE SALE
surer of the American Society Horse Ring, Jerry Canter;
On Saturday, with just a few Mrs. Pat Moody of Memphis,
and the accuracy of this reasoning, and it is
Members of the CPW will
Concession stands, Harold Pewof Civil Engineers.
hours to spend with his family Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Lattus, Mr. Mrs. Charles Cannon, received
pretty well correct. One person tells another
sponsor a rummage sale Frihis
Bachelor
of
itt; Entry Blanks, Raymond
Science
degree
and friends, Father Kaufman and Mrs. Jake Lattus, Mrs.
day and Saturday, June 5 and
"in strict confidence"; the other tells anOn Wednesday Steve's par- Stallins; Numbers for horses
utilized the time to good and Katie McNeill, Mrs. John H. from Mississippi State Univer6,
in
the
old
Pittsburg Paint ents were notified that he had L. }Sizzle and J. B. Barclay;
other "in strict confidence," and pretty soon
happy advantage celebrating Lattus and Mr. and Mrs. Hugh sity at Starkville. on Sunday,
and Glass Company store on made the Dean's List with a Parflcing horses,
Joe Workman;
Mass in the early afternoon Lattus.
you have the eleven, all "in strict confiMay 24.
Commercial Avenue.
2.5625 out of 3.0 average.
Water, Billy Westmoreland;
dence." Pretty soon the whole place knows
f Catalog committee. J. B. Barit, "in strict confidence"!
clay. Harry Gordon, Clyde
Woods, Richard Myatt, Lewis
Bizzle, Bobby Caldwell, RayOur son Paul is graduating at Murray
mond Stallins, and Billy Westthis weekend and we are delighted that he is
moreland.
following
The
letter,
written
also
enclosing copies of letters AMERICANS who pack a to leave his or her classroom American Women
(Entries On Page 51
staying in the news-gathering field, even
in Radio
to Hickman Courier editor Jo from the President's secretary, lunch to eat in the middle of and
take part in a protest.
though in radio instead of the old basic
and Television. Seventeen foreWestpheling will be of great Paul Harvey (he closed out his an honest day's work rather
Well, I didn't mean to take
interest here. Mrs. Doris Free- nation wide newscast with this than a sign to keep from workstandby, newspapering. He has been employa text but, cur, you know how ign countries were represented
man, whose radio name is news item), plus a copy of our ing. I think it's time the folks like you
ed at station WKLO in Louisville, where he
and I are - just and the Ambassadors of these
"Cousin Tuny" is well known Dixie Recorder that also tells GREAT SILENT MAJORITY get
all wound up in what we countries were present at the
will be in the company of professionals
in Fulton. She has many friends about my recent trip to Eur- SPOKE OUT AND I DON'T believe
and Thank God, there Grosvenor House Banquet in
other than his parents in getting started on a
who will enjoy her latest ope. By the way, while I was THINK WE CAN WAVE OUR are
folks like you - telling it London on Saturday night,
climb to success in the world in London, John Burton and FLAG TOO MUCH. I also like it is and
career and in learning that there are lots of
keeping the work April 25th, when the keynote
of music and radio.
Rita (Rita Wilson) Tigrett had think the more we can pour going to RALLY AROUND speaker was Dr. Frank Stanways to handle this job other than the way
Here is the letter:
me as guest one evening and it letters into Washington sup- OLD GLORY.
ton of CBS. The Thursday beBuster Shuck, a well known
we do it. As far as I'm concerned (mothers
was great. Had a wianderful porting our representatives and
My best to Paul and every- fore, April 23rd, was spent Hickman resident and owner
don't always agree), that's good. One of these
time - they are truly the per- Senators, whether they be con- body. Am enjoying the paper seeing the great historical
of the Hickman Cafe was
DORIS B. FREEMAN
fect host and hostess. Lovely structive
or
days he may be back here writing this very
just
saying very much,
landmarks in London before the named permanent fire chief
_ 218 Fairmont
home, delightful food, and we "Thanks" along with voicing
business meetings started at Tuesday afternoon.
Always,
Jackson, Tennessee 38301
column, but in the meantime and in the intalked about everybody back our opinions and feelings, the
the Royal Garden Hotel. On
Tuny
Manager Joe Simpson said
May 29, 1970
tervening years he will learn first-hand a lot
home - Rita especially asked better we will be. We need to
P. S. Scuz Mistakes! Am in late Friday, we were thrilled that the appointment
was
about you and we really talked rally around the FLAG and re- a hurry as usual!
Mrs. Jo Westpheling
about people, and places, and events. One
to receive a beautiful engraved made by a committee
appoint"good stuff" about our Cousin store the DIGNITY, REFulton County News
invitation from Her Royal ed by the City
can't get that just by beating a well-worn
Commission.
Jo Westpheling. See there, SPECT, AND LOVE that is
Fulton, Kentucky
THE EUROPEAN AWRT
Highness, Princess Margaret, Mr. Sliuck, well known
path between 209 Commercial Avenue and
in Fuleverybody loves you, cur!
ALL RED
WHITE
Countess of Snowden, to a re- ton and Hickman will
AND
MEETING
Hi
maintain
Cousin:
the fifth house west of the Derby in HighBLUE.
ception
that
evening
at
Lanthe
same hourly schedule as
Back to my record - well,
by Doris Freeman
caster House. The glamour of did
lands.
Enclosed you will find a they say it is being aired in 43
former chief
Aimee
I also believe that a lot of
A wonderful two weeks—one royalty, the beauty of
complimentary copy of my states, only time
LanMitchum
and will receive the
will tell about the campus problems could be week in London and one week caster House
and the formal same pay of $440 a month.
iiew record "Mortgaged Ply- it. you know,
but any way I solved if more parents would In Ireland. The week In Lon- introduction
I guess, that out in the grape arbor be- mouth" that is my answer
of each guest
Mr. Shuck will continue to
to feel like It is the voice of the withdraw financial aid im- don was
spent attending the combined I provide me with
the Welfare Cadillac. I am Silent
Page Six)
operate the Hickman Cafe, Mr.
Majority, the real mediately when a child decides first International Congress of an
unforgettable
evening. Simpson mid.

Father Kaufman Observes
10th Anniversary At Home

Nine Children
Of Mrs. Byrd
To Visit Her

Steve Green
Outstanding
At Vanderbilt

YMBC Horse
Show Here
On June 27

Cousin Tuny Writes Cousin Jo A Letter. It's Good Reading

Buster Shuck
Is Hickman
Fire Chief

(Colitiauad Oa

SOCIETY - WOMAN'S INTEREST
Varsity, B-Team Cheerleaders
For '70, '71 Announced At FHS

Homemaker's Advisory Council
Meets At Home Of Mrs. Taylor
On Wednesday, May 27, 1970,
the Fulton County Homemakers Advisory Council met at
the lovely country home of
Mr. and Mrs. ttoy M. Taylor
at 10:00 a. m. 'with nineteen
members and Mrs. Catherine
M. Thompson, Ex tension
Agent, present for an all day
meeting.
Mrs. Billy P. Threlkeld,
president, called the meeting
to order and Mrs. Parnell Garrigan gave the devotional.
Mrs Gerald Binford, secretarytreasurer called the roll, read
the minutes of the last meeting, so the council voted to
have September as our membership drive month.
Evaluation of the Surprise
trip to Jackson, Tennessee,
April 22nd, and thank you
notes were read for the gifts
sent to the speaker, also the
bus drivers. A committee was
appointed to plan an overnight
tour of Central Kentucky the
first of August.
International Day is being
planned in the near future and
will be announced when the
speaker can come.
Mrs. Roy M. Taylor reported
on the 4-H girls and boys trip
to Washington D. C., also,
Spring Rally Day will he Saturday. June 13th, at Hickman

Elementary School No. 1.
Mrs. Clyde Fields, Chairman
of Issues and Concern, stressed Patriotism and that Sunday.
June 14th, was flag day and
that everyone should have a
flag flying that day.
The area meeting for all
nine counties will be October
22nd at the new Barkley
Lodge. Our State Extension office has changed the election
of officers from January 1st
'til July 1st beginning in 1971.
On June 29th Mrs. Thompson
is starting a beginners sewing
class at the Fulton Housing
Center.
A committee was appointed
for the Banana Festival Exhibits. also. on Craft classes for
winter.
Annual meeting for Fulton
County Homemakers, as planned now, will be December 3rd,
at Cayce Methodist Church. A
tour of several homes, the
scrapbook to be completed and
the awards will be given at the
meeting.
The Council voted to accept
the offer of Pepsi-Cola to ,save
all Pepsi-Cola tops with the
white star. Each club member
to bring the tops to their
meetings and their president
will send them to the county
Secretary-Treasurer for reimbursement.

Fulton High School Cheerleader tryouts for 1970 - 1971
were held in the Carr Gymnasium on May 20, 1970. Each
girl performed two cheers
with the student body attending. Grades eight through
eleven were eligible to vote.
Ballots were presented to the
student body and the new
cheerleaders were elected not
only in cheering ability, but in
their acceptance of responsibility.
These six smiling faces belong to the newly elected A squad
In addition to varsity cheercheerleaders.
leaders, B team cheerleaders

These four B team cheerleaders will be the first to hold that
position in the history of the school.

fabric is a material, often of
plastic, which liquids cannot
penetrate. The water-repellent
fabric is one impregnated with
a silicone solution which makes
they are talking and a child is it shed water.
listening, learning is taking
—Maxine Griffin, Box B,
place but this is not always
Federal Bldg., Clinton, Ky.
true. A child's learning dePhone 653-2231
42031
pends largely upon how he understands and feels about a
situation. Parents can be helpDo you put away important
ful only when they are aware
of these feelings, and this can papers "for safe keeping" and
put
come only from listening care- then forget where you
fully to a child. Maybe lines of them? Do you aften waste time
that
communication could be re- looking for the phone bill
informaestablished, if adults listened came last week--or
income tax
more to what the younger gen- tion on last year's
—or papers on the family car?
eration is trying to tell us.
If so, you're a "can't finder."
—Irma Hamilton, CourtA family business center is a
42066
Ky.
house. Mayfield,
good cure for "can't finders".
Telephone: 247-2334
Homemaking has become an
important business, and the
efficient home manager will
Why is breakfast important? keep good records and have a
Researchers have found that handy, well-organized place to
when breakfast was omitted keep them.
students took longer to make
decisions, were less steady,
Don't use "lack of time" as
and work output was less. We an excuse to neglect organizing
stufamily business materials; a
can conclude that when
dents eat a good breakfast, business center will save you
they are likely to: (1) work many hours of hunting for
and play better, (2) be more things all over the house. You
alert in their thinking and ac- need not try to organize everytion in the late morning hours thing in one day, for the cen(3) be calmer and steadier, ter will build up gradually, but
and (4) have more fun and en- the business of homemaking
joyment.
will be much more pleasant if
you start now to cure the
Courthouse,
Everett,
—Pat
"can't finder" habit. — BarBenton, Ky. 42025 Telephone letta Wrather, Murray, Ky.,
42071 — Phone - 753-1452
527-6601

To understand what such
planning involves, think for a
moment how you and every
family you know spend money.
Consciously or not, it is according to some system or
plan. You want to come out
even at the end of the month,
so perhaps you don't buy a new
dress or an expensive lunch
today. Or you want to have
enough money on Saturday
morning to do the week-end
shopping, so tonight you stay
home from the movies.
By having a plan you will
gain two things. You will be
better able to control how you
spend your money, and you
will know, perhaps for the first
time, where your money is going and why.
—Barletta Wrather, 209
Maple St., Murray, Ky. 42071
Phone — 753-1452

ARE YOU A GOOD LISTENER? Listening is part of communication. Hearing may be
the most neglected of our
senses, listening is almost a
lost art. Do you really listen
to your children? Much of the
child's learning comes about
because someone is listening.
Adults sometimes think that if

When you read the hang tags
on garments you may notice
that some have "waterproof
fabric" and some "water-repellent fabric". The waterproof

FOOD SHOPPERS will shop
with a list which was planned
at home. If you have a list of
your shopping needs, you won't
be tempted to do much impulse

buying. A good shopper will
compare price and quality,
read labels. Labels help in
comparing price in terms of
quality also give other information helpful to the shopper.
—Irma Hamilton, Courthouse,
Mayfield, Ky. 42066 — Phone
247-2334
fashion
Remember, high
doesn't mean you must be a
fantastically wealthy woman
living in a chateau in France.
High fashion means wearing
the clothes that are becoming
to you and appropriate for the
occasion and keeping themand-you immaculately fresh at
all times. The more I see, the
more I learn and the more I
know it's true if We Look Better, We Feel Better. Fashion is
more than just fashion—it's
therapy, and FASHION CAN
BE FUN! — Catherine C.
Thompson, Hickman, Ky. 42050
Phone 236-2351

Students Get
Two County
$150 Awards
Two Fulton County students
have been selected to receive
$150 Board of Regents Scholarships from Murray State University. They are Kathy Mabry, a senior at Fulton County
High; and Patrick Edward
Wolff, a senior at Fulton City
High.
Miss Mabry, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Donald Maxwell Mabry of Route 4 Hickman, will
seek a degree in English and
biology in preparation for a
career in teaching. She is a
member of the school yearbook
staff, and is a class officer.
She also plays in the school
orchestra, and is a member of
the Future Teachers of America and the National Beta
Club.
Wolff, son of Mrs. Dorothy
Sue Wolff of 112 Pearl Village,
will seek a degree in mathematics in prepaartion for a
teaching career. He is a member of the school paper, the
school yearbook staff, and was
named to "Who's Who in
American High Schools." This
year he has served as president of his class, and as president of the National Honor Society.

Alston Receiving
Degree At SID.
Jerry G. Alston, son of Mr.
and Mrs. D. E. Alston of 304
Covington Avenue, South Fulton, is one of twenty-seven
candidates listed for a degree
in education from Southern
Illinois University in Carbondale, Illinois.
MOUNTAIN ARTISANS—Eastern Kentucky artisans make corn shuck dolls at a
Jerry will receive his degree
dining room table. The dolls along with other handcraft items from the mountains at the June 12th commencePine
at
Outlet
Handcraft
Kentucky
ment ceremony as announced
of Eastern Kentucky will be sold at the
Mountain State Park. The outlet, third of its kind in Kentucky, features only today by the SIU Graduate
School.
authentic made in Kentucky merchandise. 4Karen Tarn Photo)

The City Beautiful Committee of The Martin Arts Commission will sponsor a tour of
"Ivandale," an historic landmark of Martin at 115 North
McComb Street on Sunday afternoon, June 7, This 1895 Victorian home will be opened to
the public from 2 to 5 p. m.
at an admission price of $1
per person.
The tour is being conducted
as a fund raising project for
continuation of the City Beautiful's community improvement
projects. All proceeds from the
tour will be used by the Committee for this purpose. This
beautiful old home was first
opened to visitors for a similar

tour in 1968. It is being re-opened by popular request and,
unlike the first tour, both
floors of the house will be
opened this year.
The tour will afford visitors
an opportunity to see the display throughout the house of a
new collection of museum
quality European antiques assembled by the owner of the
property, Tom Dodd of Chicago.
Among the priceless antiques
on view will be rare pieces of
furniture, collections of clocks,
silver, china, rugs, jewelry,
authentic Tiffany and cut glass,
paintings and other fine works
of art.

South Fulton
B&PW Club
Hears Report Plans Summer
On Convention Fun Program
The Business and Professional Women's Club held its
monthly meeting at the Derby
night,
Restaurant Tuesday
June 2, following a dinner.
Hostesses for the dinner were
Mrs. Nell Lowe, Mrs. Zuaneta
Phelps, Mrs. Mildred Anderson
and Mrs. Jo Westpheling.
The tables were beautiful,
with garlands of fern interspersed with pansies, and an
arrangement of yellow, pink
and white daisies.
The meeting opened with all
members reciting the Club
Collect in unison.
The president, Miss Anna
Lou Caldwell, conducted a
short business session, during
which the new officers were introduced and reports of committee chairmen were made.
A full report of the State
Convention, recently held in
Louisville, was made by Miss
Caldwell and Mrs. Ramelle
Pigue, who attended from the
Fulton-South Fulton Club.
The meeting adjourned with
members repeating the Club
Emblem Benediction.
Share The News with a Friend

Eve
To

were elected for next year for
the first time. Freshmen and
Sophomores were eligible for
the B team squad, while Sophomores, Juniors and Seniors
were eligible for the varsity
squad.
cheerleaders for
Varsity
next year, with Allyson Miller
as their captain, are as follows: Debra Capps, Cindy Craven, Denise Homra, Jane
Mary Pawlukiewicz and Kent
Smith. The B team squad includes: Anne Fenwick, Captain: Susan Hagan, Peggy
Layne and Jan Pulley,

Historic Mansion At Martin Will
Be Opened For Sunday Tour

COFFEE CUP CHATTER
STARTING OUT TO MANAGE YOUR MONEY IN 1970—
If you are interested in better
money management, the first
thing to do is to outline a plan.
At first it should be written out
and fairly detailed at that;
later on, you can modify.

THE!
Thtirsi

.•••

4
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Miss Snider

Melinda Snider To Reign
Over Dairy Month Events
Miss Melinda Snider, Franklin, Kentucky, will reign over statewide festivities honoring the dairy industry of Kentucky during
June Dairy Month.

Melinda is the 19-year-old daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James
D. Snider. A graduate of Franklin-Simpson Senior High, Melinda now is a junior at Western Kentucky University where
The South Fulton City Com- she is majoring in English.
mission in cooperation with the
As well as leading an active high school life with 4-H club,
South Fulton Schools will initi- speech participation, and the honors
program, Melinda is now
ate a summer program of acon the honors program at Western and is a "President's
tivities and recreation starting
Scholar."
May 25th and ending July 15th.
Residents of the Twin-Cities
Having lived on a 490 acre dairy farm all of her life, Melinda
and area are urged to partici- for nine years has shown dairy cattle in 4,H and open dairy
pate. Terry Beadles, South shows.
Fulton football coach will direct the program and will be
JOIN SORORITY
assistcd by other qualified
physical fitness instructors.
Julie Powell of Fulton has
been installed as an active of
Cost for participation in the Tau Phi Lambda social sororiThe News takes pleasure in
program is $1.00 per person or ty at Murray State University.
$3.00 per family membership. Daughter of J. R. Powell of wishing "Happy Birthday" to
Persons planning to participate Rt. 4, she is a freshman major- the following
friends:
must return the coupon to the ing in business.
South Fulton City Hall, or to
June 5: Pearl Newton; June
either principal's office at the
6: Joseph Allen Griffin, Mrs.
school in order that leaders
RECEIVES DEGREE
Robert Bellew, Gary McBride,
may anticipate the degree of
Mrs. Nelson Tripp; June 7:
Carmen
Miss
Weaks,
daughin
participation
each activity.
Jimmy Latta; June 8: John A.
Notice of the time and place ter of Mr. and Mrs. Parks Green, Walter Powell, Barry
to register and buy member- Weaks, was presented an Asso- Strong;
ships will be given in the news- ciates Art Degree after a two
June 9: Mrs. J. E. Campbell,
paper and on radio early in year course at Stephens College in Columbia, Missouri. Cindy Mitchell, Jeff Gilbert;
April.
She will now transfer to the June 10: Belinda Newton,
Supervision of small children University of Kentucky to Randy Sisk, Randy White;
will be provided during adult complete her education and June 11: Wilburn Allen, Billy
softball and physical fitness receive her Bachelor of Arts Gilbert, Mac Weaks, Gary
activities.
Degree.
Stem, Bobby Powell.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

40ut .Eafriclwa
— Your Problems Bring Answers —
Dear Ann Landers: When I
was 13 (11 years ago) my uncle
started a homosexual relationship with me. It lasted until I
was nearly 15. One day we
were discovered by my father.
The next night my uncle killed
himself. This caused such an
upheaval in our family that I
was placed in a foster home.
My foster parents were the
finest people God ever put on
this earth Out of their own
modest funds they paid for my
psychotherapy and put me
through college.
I recently became engaged to
a wonderful girl. We plan to
marry in August. My real parents demand that I tell the girl
and her family the whole sordid story of my past. I do not
feel it is necessary for them to
know. I'm not the same person
I was eleven years ago and I
see no purpose that could be
served by digging up old bones.
My fiancee is very naive and
her parents are ultra-conservative. They would be shocked
to death. My foster parents
have begged my folks to stay

out of it but they are adament. die talks about. He has memWhat should be done?—Eric, orized the dimensions of all
the rooms, knows the technical
Dear Eric: Your foster par- names for mortar mix, wood
ents may be "the finest people treatment and termite protecGod ever put on this earth" tion. He draws diagrams and
but they are not very realistic. gives lectures of the windows,
Your financee and her folks the air conditioning and the
should be told and you are the lighting. In brief, he monopoone who should tell them— lizes every conversation and
with your foster parents at our friends are sick of it. Last
your side.
night he hauled the blueprints
If there had been only the out of his pocket and spread
homosexual incident, I would them on the dinner table. We
say "keep quiet." But the sui- had six guests and I
thought
cide makes the story spectacu- I'd die.
lar—one which is sure to be reI hate to deflate his ego bemembered by people who know
cause this house means a great
you and your family. Someone
deal to him. But he's becomwould surely pass the word to
ing a pain in the ankle. What
your girl and her parents.
should I do? — Fed Up
Then where would you be?
If they cannot accept you afDear Fed.: I can think of few
ter they learn of your back- things in this world less interground it is best that you know esting
than other people's
it now.
blueprints — unless perhaps it
is slides of their trip or movies
Dear Ann Landers: My hus- of their child's birthday party.
band is one of the greatest There are times when a wife
guys in the world—but be is be- must be brutally frank to save
coming an insufferable bore. a husband from himself. Tell
Reason: We are building a Freddie he is imposing on peonew home and that's all Fred- ple and to cut it out. Warn

him that if he starts talking
about the house aagin you'll
promptly change the subject
as an act of mercy. Then do it.
Dear Ann Landers: Big Problem: Last month we entertained several couples in our
home. (Most all were executives of the firm.) A few days
ago the phone bill came—a
staggering $82. I had the calls
checked. It seems one of our
inebriated guests called a
couple of his former secretaries—one in Honolulu. What
should we do?—Mrs. ??!!
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Dear 977111• send him the
bill with a note saying, "You
forgot to put this on your
credit card."

Subscript
Hickman,
and Wei
through."

What awaits you on the other
side of the marriage veil? How
can you be sure your marriage
will work? Read Ann Landers'
o
booklet "Marringe—whse TO
Expect." Send your request
Ann Landers in care of YOur
newspaper enclosing 50c
coin and ,a lung, stamped, selfaddressed euvolope.

Kentudcy
Tax.

Successes
Ili. &EV

Publishei
Common

Voted on
Weekly
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The Philosopher
THE OLD COVERED BRIDGE

Even Moderate Drugs Tend To Cause The User
To Go To Extremes, UK Researcher Finds

n

-Yankee Doodle" would be a
good place to begin. I used to
Human institutions come wonder why, when Yankee
The old covered bridge over Sycamore Creek
go, some of them leaving Doodle stuck a feather in his
ago,
long
and
did
it
as
,
Still stands
few
lasting evidences of their cap, he was called a "macaand
horse
A shelter in storm to a traveler
having been. But most institu- roni." The only use of that
From rain and sleet and snow.
tions ultimately have their word that we knew was the
But
own literature, in the form of name of a kind of food.
stories and songs. A rather ef- two hundred years ago, even
past
long
a
time
of
it
brings
ies
What memor
fective history of America before Yankee Doodle became
was
When things moved more safely and slow.
could be written from the a dandy, a dude or dandy
songs alone that have grown up called a macaroni; it was a
The motorist now zips through the old covered
around institutions that have great trick of satirists to picbridge,
now gone or have so changed ture different kinds of macaIntent on how fast he can go.
that, like the old gray mare, ronis: soldiers, lords, politi"they ain't what they used to cians, etc.
be." Until within my own time
For many generations the
They are passing away, the old covered bridges,
no very great effort was made height of poetry was the old
steel,
te
and
of
concre
To those
by folklorists to collect these well, with its old oaken bucket.
songs, because folklare schol- With modern knowledge of
But dreams that were made in the od covered
ars felt that most such things sanitation and with different
,
bridge
were worthless, unless they ways of procuring water, the
real.
be
To the old folks will ever
were in some remote corner of old oaken bucket is just about
the world that they and they dead except for the song that
alone had studied.
older people sill know. But for
— Author unknown.
the tune, I am afraid that most
younger people would shrug
of
story
this
hangs
is
known
What
thereby
forest?
the
of
their shoulders at the suggesabout the life in a pond? More love and violence, of hatred and tion of drinking from such a
behind-the- container.
of
important, what is not known? friendship,
FULTON'S
In this book the author takes scenes politicking, and of base
When the Erie Canal was
you on explorations to fields, motives in the rarefied air of finished, almost a hundred and
of
mounBlue
the high country.
forests, and ponds, telling
fifty years ago, canal songs
the plants and animals that live tains, amber desert and emer- came imo great favor. Unforthe
d
backald
provide
.
grasslan
habitats
BY LUCY DANIEL
in these
tunately, the canal fever did
drop, human avarice and a not reach into our immediate
for
the
drama,
of
justice
sense
world: hence the songs that
IN THE DEATH OF A MAN,
this big, rich, highly suspense- grew up then seem a little out
housed our American
GIRL (taking book back to wood has
Lesley Egan. Jesse FalkenEuropean royal- by
novel.
ful
of
nt
this
equivale
says
"Mother
of
place and queer. But the
putting
n):
libraria
stein, a lawyer, was
motion-picture elite.
railroad, which came next in
book is not fit for me to read." ty—the
away his notes on the Brundcastbook
pictureLIBRARIAN: "Oh. I'm sure Here are the
SUPERJOE: THE JOE NA- time, caught my generation
divorce when his secretary
they have lived— age
your mother must be mistak- les in which
in. "I'm sorry, Mr. MATH STORY, by Larry Bort- with one of the greats of folk
flamboyant days came
first
the
from
en."
Falkenstein, it's a Mrs. Lester. stein. Joe Namath is the most songs, "Casey Jones." And
through to the more sophisti- She says she's a friend of your exciting a n d controversial think of the long popularity of
Girl: "No, she isn't — I've
cated Sixties. The houses re- sister's and will you see her figure to hit the sports scene "The Wabash ('annonball."
read it!"
personalities and
flect the
even if she hasn't an appoint- in recent history. This reveal- The steamboat, older than
idioyncrasies of the men and ment." Jesse didn't want to ing book tells the story of his either the canal or the railby
,
them.
SPRING
built
women who
SINCE SILENT
see Mrs. Lester, but he did. meteoric rise to the top of the road. has a veritable anthology
Frank Graham. Rachel CarShe was a strawberry blonde, pro football world. It also pro- of stories and songs, ranging
apSPRING
SILENT
son's
s into from "Huckleberry Finn" to
THE SATURDAY EVENING with a lot of rather untidy vides intimate glimpse
peared in 1962 and was imTREASURY, The Satur- hair, and a vaguely opulent the private life of the after- Mike Fink." Even "Steammediately recognized as one POST
dark celebrity who wears a boat Bill" keeps reapwaring
Post is now gone, look about her . . .
of those rare books Which day Evening
n,
mink coat, owns a llama rug
forgotte
be
never
will
it
but
(Continued on Page Four)
change the course of history.
and sleeps in an oval satinare the
pages
these
within
and
by
greeted
BOY,
EL
MINSTR
Its publication was
THE
-living
high
bed—the
picsheeted
stories, articles and
Smith. In 1919, a wild ex-small town boy whom his
with a roar of protest—and ap- best
that ever appeared in Vian
proval. Alarmed manufactur- tures
-year-old horse was graz- fans (esrTcially the girls) call
three
loved
America
e
magazin
ers of pesticides first tried to the
ing on the moors at Year "Broadway Joe."
The editors of Post rana master
prevent the book's publication, most.
to Stone—waiting for
issues
of
ds
thousan
sacked
from the
then turned batteries of pubSENATE
of who would not return
windfall
e
veritabl
a
provide
THE COLLECTOR'S EN- UNITED STATES
licity agents to smearing book
Great War. In 1923, that horse
Committee on Foreign
founder
from
reading
good
Grand Na- CYCLOPEDIA OF DOLLS, by
the
in
entered
and author. Yet after seven
was
s
Relation
n Franklin's own wis. This book
years at the heart of contro- Benjami Booth Tarkington's tional. This exciting novel de- Dorothy S. Coleman
Washington, D. C. 20510
dom and
through photoversy, SILENT SPRING stands
scribes the hope and heart- identifies dolls
prizeNobel
to
warm humor
those years graphs, marks, and descrip- Dear Paul:
vindicated, a prescient warnFaulkner, break that marked
winning William
people whose tions of materials, and proing of things to come. In
to Jack between for the
Poe
Allan
Edgar
data on who,
You were good to challenge
from
lives were touched by a gal- vides documented
SINCE SILENT SPRING
what. Dolls Mr. Londeree for his criticism
London, G. K. Chesterton, and
brown gelding named The when, where, and
lant
Frank Graham reports the
J. P. ;Marquand.
of every type, size, and ma- of my conduct in the Senate in
Minstrel Boy.
mounting evidence, world wide,
terial are shown in the hun- connection with the war in
that confirms the dangers
photographs; Southeast Asia. I greatly apKELLOGG JUNCTION, by dreds of superb
Rachel Carson saw.
DISCOVERING THE OUTit is the most complete book preciate the many generous
DOORS, by Laurence P. Prin- Bart Spicer. There has never
and is things you said about me to
subject
look been gambling in this south- available on the
your
THE HOLLYWOOD STYLE, gle. Where do you begin to
certain to be of great value to Mr. Londeree a n d
to
a
bill
but
state,
How
western
bluejay?
a
of
nest
by Arthur Knight. Since its for the
for the all dealers, collectors, antique thoughtfullness in sending me
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now
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and
legalize
catching
about
go
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do
a copy of your letter.
Golden Age in the first flush
signature. And lovers and social historians.
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SONGS AS REPOSITORIES

be measured.
Do the use of everyday drugs variance could stage came when
final
The
affect our political thinking?
confronted by anA University of Kentucky the subject was posing as a party
ant,
assist
he
other
and
professor believes they do,
r (of the party for which
has been conducting experiments membe
t had shown a prefersubjec
Dean
the
Dr.
tion.
to prove his conten
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the
in
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Jaros, assistant profesor of politiassistance either in
for
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compl
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cal science,
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experiments on a group of volun- terms of preliminary results of
The
arbitphenob
drug
the
using
teers,
Dr. Jaros' experiment have been
al, a mild depressant.
encouraging. He says some hypoDr. Jaros' theories revolve theses seem to be borne out by the
around four hypotheses, and to initial experiment. Although his
each hypothesis he attached a ideas have attracted much profesphase of the experiment. First, Dr. sional response, including an inJaros believes the administration vitation to speak on the subject
of a depressant like phenobarbital at an international conference,
or alcohol increases the probabili- Dr. Jaros feels there is a definite
ty of the individual's choosing ex- need to experiment further, estreme political alternatives if pecially, he says, on a more reprethey are available to him.
sentative section of the populaSecondly, he says, "a depres- tion.
cc.
sant should increase the extent of
willingness to participate. The
David Lawrence,
nist
Colum
subject would be more willing to in a recent article dealing with
even
give his time, services and
the possibility of drugs playing a
make donations to the party or- part in campus disorders, expressganization."
ed a pretty firm opinion that drugs
Thirdly, arising from the first have contributed to the "mysterhypothesis, Dr. Jaros theorized iously-caused" campus uprisings
that people who had taken a de- around the nation, and agrees in
pressant would be more amenable principle with what Dr. Jaros
to political persuasion, and finally, finds. Said Lawrence in his article:
that people under a depressant
"Inquiries among those who
would bring a larger number of have been conducting investigacriteria to bear on a problem, thus tions on the campuses of differmaking its solution all the more ent institutions indicate that,
difficult — "they will find more while militants have organized
alternatives."
major "demonstrations," particiLetters To Editor
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theory
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pants in the disorders—particulsants
depres
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proper
Dr. Jaros feels that
arly some who damaged
are likely to temporarily desocial- —have included individuals who
ize the individual, so that he does were under the influence of drugs.
not reach his decisions in a way In various instances, where stuin which he has been brought up, dents' rooms have been searched,
nor are such decisions necessar- marijuana has been discovered.
ily representative of his senti- Extremists, both blacks and
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ments.
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By Miss C

George Golden

Fate Brockwell
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Funeral services for George
Golden were held Friday afternoon, May 29, in Hopkins and
Brown Funeral Home chapel.
Rev. Richard Denton was the
officiating minister. Burial was
in Oak Grove Cemetery, near
Fulton.
Mr. Golden, 81, died Tuesday, May 26, in a Knoxville,
Tenn., hospital.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs.
Vadah Golden; one son, J. D.
TICSA.
Golden of Fulton, one daughSurviving are his wife, Mrs. ter. Mrs. Janette Hicks of
Myrtle Bizzle Brockwell of Dukedom• five grandchildren
,'
Martin; two brothers. John and seven
great-grandchildren.
Brockwell of Martin and Luke
sistwo
Dresden;
of
Brockwell
.'s
ters. Mrs. Tillman Cooley of
Doss
Fulton and Mrs. William Pate
of Martin.
Thomas B. "Boss" Neely
.
died early Sunday morning,
'
May 31, in the Fulton Hospital,
where he had been a patient
for several weeks.
Funeral services were held
Mrs. Hattie Mullins died in
afternoon, June 2, in
Tuesday
the McAlister Rest Home on
Home
Funeral
Friday. May 29, following a Hornbeak
chapel, with Rev. Charles
long illness,
Valley, officiatFuneral services were held Jobe. of Water
Greenlea
Sunday afternoon. May 31. in ing. Burial was in
Hornbeak Funeral Home, vvith Cemetery.
Mr. Neely, 84. was the ownRev. Charles Jobe and Rev.
Shop
Danny Underwood officiating. er of the Arcade Barber
Lake Street, Fulton, and
on
Burial was in the Water Valwas well-known here. He residley Cemetery.
ecl at 814 Fairview Avenue. He
Mrs Mullins. 91, was born in F
wlaks a member of the Fulton
Graves County. the daughter
s Lodge
of the late Mr. and Mrs.
Graves County, he
in '
Born
George C. McNeill. She was WaS the son of the late John
the widow of Charles Mullins. and Nanney Warren Neely.
and was a member of the
Surviving are his wife the
Methodist former Beulah Hart: one'broWater Valley
ther. Ephriam Neely of Fulton,
Surviving :.re two nephews. and several nieces and neClaune M,Neill and Bernie phews.
McNeill of Route 3, Water Valley: five nieces. Mrs. Annie
Wray and Mrs. Lottie Boyd of
Water Valley, Mrs. Paul Montgomery of Paris, Tenn.. Miss
Funeral services for Erskine
Byrdie McNeill and Mrs. Ruby Barrett were held Wednesday,'
Francisco.
Levin of San
June 3, in Hornbeak Funeral
A son, Clifton Mullins, and a Home chapel. with Rev. W. R.
daughter, Charlene Muffins, Barnes, pastor of the Brownspreceded their mother in ville, Tenn., United Methodist
Church, officiating. Burial
death.
was in Fairview Cemetery.
Mr. Barrett, 77, died at his
home in Decatur, Illinois, SunTHE PHILOSOPHER day
night, May 31.
:ontinued From Page Two)
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He was the son of the late
Mrs. Frank Barrett of
on song lists: it would be easy Mr. and
and was formerly emin almost any gathering to Fulton,
ployed as an electrician by the
start the song and soon have
Central Railroad.
others helping sing it, even by Illinois
Surviving are his wife, Billie;
people who know nothing about
one daughter, Mrs. Betty Ann
o
teh classic race between the
of Webster Grove,
NATCHEZ and the ROBERT Holcomb
Mo., two sisters, Mrs. Mayme
E. LEE.
Merryman of Fulton and Mrs.
In my childhood we farely Myrtle Morris of Wayne,
grew up on cowboy songs, real Mich., and three grandehilones and not home-made ones dren.
such as have almost overstuffed the later books on cowboy
music. Of course, most cowboy songs were new words to
older tunes, as "Oh, Bury Me
Not on the Lone Prairie" is a
reworked sailor song, "Oh,
Bury Me Not in the Deep, Deep
Sea," which I knew, along
with its more famous successor. For some strange reason,
Now is the time for all unhowever, our area did not
but otherwise qualiknow "Home on the Range,', registered
fled Kentuckians to register to
and a very large portion of
vote in the Nov. 3 general eAmerica was just as ignorant
lection.
as we. I suppose that this
Registration books were to
short, hymn-like song would
June 1 after belie chosen as the best of the be reopened
ing closed March 29 through
cowboy songs. I am afraid the
31 due to the May 26 primodern cowboy is hardly as May
They will he
much a subject for poetry as mary elections.
Sept. 6 until after
was the older one; when I saw closed again
election.
cowboys in jeeps out to rund the November
in November
up a herd. I had a sort of tern-Kentuckians
seven members of
elect
will
porary heart faliure. Maybe
House of Representssome future song-writer will the U. S.
judge of the Court
find the poetry in that and tives and a
Third
make other listeners thrill with of Appeals from the
the romantic life of twentieth- District.
They also will vote on a
century cowhands.
proposed bond issue of $48.3
million to finance construction
projects for mental health,
corrections, child welfare and
schools for the deaf and the
blind.
140 Broadway, South Fulton
Phone 479-1864
PIANO RECITALS
—Armstrong Inlaid Linoleum
Mrs. J. U. McKendree pre-Vinyl and Tile
seated her piano pupils in a
—Downs and McGee Carpeting recital May 29th at the Woman's Club, and Mrs. Steve
and
modirn
_uphohftring,
Wiley presented her students
Antique
in a recital May 30th at the
Methodist
—Viking Kitchen Carpeting
First United
Church
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Mrs. Cecil 1
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Funeral services for Fate
Brockwell were held last Saturday, May 30, in Martin,
Tenn.. with Burial in East Side
Cemetery at Martin. The Doug
Murphy Funeral Home of Martin was in charge of arrangemeats.
Mr. Brockwell, 81, died in the
Volunteer General Hospital at
Thursday afternoon,
Martin
May 28, following a long ill-
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WESLEY METHODIST CHURCH
The early history of Wesley Methodist is rather vague. Our
oldest citizens tell us the ground on which the first church was
erected was given by Mr. mark Hardin, who also built the first
church.
The date and erection of the first church, a wooden structure,
is not known, but is thought to have been in or about the year 1850.
It was given the name of Wesley in honor of John Wesley, "The
Father of Methodism."
In 1853 the church was destroyed by fire. Brother Weaver was
the pastor at that time. He and some of the faithful members immediately began to build the second church. Some of the members
who made it possible are: Jessie Walker, Mark Hardin, Milk Gardner, Mrs. Mary Bushart, Hall Cooley, Solomon Hancock, Jack
Hardin, Mr. Clabe, Dr. W. S. Hamlett, and John Phelps.
The second church was built by Mark Hardin, the father of M.
D. Hardin and Mrs. John Robey. The fail of 1883 was the beginning
of the revivals, which continue to this day. Out of these great reilvals have come some very prominent people.
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For Election
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needed to m
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In 1930 the church building was in a sad state of repair and
the board of trustees, with the congregation, thought it best to tear
down and rebuild.
On June 3, 1930, the cornerstone was laid in a very colorful
and impressive ceremony. Former ministers who were present at
this service were: N. W. Lee, M. H. Alexander, J. F. Morelock,
T. L. Perry and E. B. Rucker, the pastor at that time. They assisted Rev. R. A. Clark, the District Superintendent of the Paris
District, in the dedicatory services. Wesley Beard was the church
school superintendent and Mrs. Beard was president of the Woman's Society of Christian Service. The stewards were: C. C. Hancock, W. B. Weatherspoon, R. L. Howell, B. C. Walker, Wesley
Beard. S. J. Walker and his wife, Cale, led the young people eight
years.
itev. James O'Brien is the pastor, also serving the Bethlehem
Methodist Church.
Schedule of Services
2nd and 4th Sundays, 10 a. us. — lot end 3rd Sundays, 6:30 p. m.
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This Feature Is Published With The Hope That More PeopleWill Go To Church.
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It Is Sponsored By Firms Interested In This Community.
Hickman - Fulton R.E. C.C.

Ray Williams Insurance

"Live Better Electrically"
207 Commercial

Hickman, Ky.

Dui-Cream,, Inc.

472-2430

Liberty Super Market

Park Terrace Motel
Restaurant & Gift Shop

Henry I. Siegel Company,Inc.

Join us after church on Sunday

a good place to work

IC-N Root Beer Drive-In

Hornbeak Funeral Home

CLOSED SUNDAY

302 Carr Street

West State Line

Fulton and South Fulton

South Fulton, Tennessee
Fulton, Ky.

472-3657

479-1711

So. Forlion

Brooch/ay

Fulton, Ky.

4724412

Evans Drug Company

M & B Gulf Station

E. W.James and Sons

Fulton Electric System

The Recall Store

Tires, Batteries, Accessories

SUPERMARKETS

Fulton, Kentucky

216 Lake Street

472.2421

Kentucky Ave. at Reed

472-9014

Cecil's Garage & Standard Sta.

The Citizen's Bank

Wheel Alignment & Balancing

make our bank your bank

110 Lake Street

472-9072

— In Operation 68 Veers —

Large Display •
• Well Lighted At Night •
• Open Sunday Afternoons •

Church Picture Courtesy of Gardners Studio.

Hickman, Ky.

236-2615

Hickman

South Fulton

Union City

472430

Compliments et

Fulton
Coca-Cola Bottling Co., Inc.
Kentucky Ave.

305 Main Street

Fulton

472-1471

THE FRIENDLY BANK

Sig
Do more
Kentucky

Fulton Bank

•

W. D. Powers
Fulton
Phone 472-1853

Grearefield
Phone 235-2293

Archie's Live Stock Barn
Every day we buy & sell all kind of
live stock
Unless City — Fulton Hwy.
479-2191

Turner's Pure Milk Co.

Curtis Electric Co.

Henry Edwards Tracking Co.

At Dr Store—or at your door
472-3311
Fulton. Ky.

Campton' Electric Service

MC69492

124

MIMS

4794173

CIMesso, Ky.

65$4771

UNITED 51
Suite 422'

J. B. MANS SONS
Greenfield, Tom
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nice time and wished her many CLASSES
and Debra and Mrs. J. B. In- more happy birthdays. Guests
selling their home on State to move it back to May. Th
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1. Two Year Old Walking Maros
man of near Ridgely, Tenn. present, other than club mem5.00 Line recently.
crowd engaged in a memorir
$ 5.00
$10.00
$20.00
$30.00
$40.00
Afternoon guests were Mr. and bers, were 'Messrs. Vick Roper
Mrs. Estes Cunningham is a silence, song and prayer ye
Mrs. Cecil Burnette, Mr. and and Harold Moore of Hickman,
TR&R
1. Pony Class (Fulton and adjoining Counties)
patient at Hillview Hospital.
terday for the many who hay
Mrs. Malcolm Inman and Mr. Mrs. Richard Bransford of Los
2.00
$1.50
$ 2.50
$ 7.50
$10.00
$ 3.50
No Set Tails, Pony 48" and under.
Joe Wilds had minor surgery had such a definite part in th
and Mrs. Elmer frisson.
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(permitted)
3. Pleasure Walking Class, No Set Tails, Boots or Pads
Sr., of Los Angeles, are guests ent, which made it more enmachinery in getting out his
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$5.00
I wish I had the names of a'
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of Mr. and Mrs. Cheater Wade joyable for her on this occaEnglish Equipment Only.
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TR&R
and Andy and are attending sion.
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Grace Armstrong celebrated
effort to return fc
Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Olshove
5.00 her 71st birthday last Thurs- a special
the graduation exercises of
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$40.00
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this time. These are some r
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day and appreciated
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the names: Mr. and Mrs. Is}
Detroit, spent the week end
5. Fine Harness Pony Class
3.00 joyed the large number of mael Byars of Hazel Part
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Sunday dinner guests of Mr. with Mrs. Lurline Cruce.
$20.00
$40.00
$30.00
visits
the
and
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the
cards,
Michigan; Mr. and Mrs. Tr
and Mrs. Chester Wade were:
Johnnie Stayton visited with
TR&R
of freinds on that day.
Vaughn of Memphis, Tenn
6. Country Pleasure (Fulton and adjoining Counties)
Mrs. Ethel Oliver and Miss J. D. Cruce, who is a patient
2.00
$1.50
$ 3.50
$ 5.00
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Cathey and Mr. and Mrs. Robert Goo'
$ 7.50
$10.00
Lynette Oliver, Mrs. Kenneth in a Jonesboro, Art., hospital,
Western or English Equipment, No Set Tails.
and son, Jeff, are here from win of Hazel Park. Michigar
Oliver and Mr. and Mrs. Mil- Saturday night and Sunday. J.
TR&R
Juvenile Class Walking Mares or Geldings
7.
ton Bennett, all of Memphis. D. had surgery, but is im5.00 Minot, North Dakota. visiting who by the way, fell and brok
$ 5.00
$10.00
$20.00
$30.00
$40.00
family and friends. Mrs. Larry his arm while here and will eaTo be ridden by 17 yr. olds or under.
Afternoon guests were: Mr. and proving nicely.
TR&R
Watkins is a sister.
tend his stay a little longe
Mrs. Turner Purse11, Mr, and
Mrs. Margaret Wade visited
8. Ladies Class (19 years or over) Amateurs riding
5.00
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other ladies,
of the community at Home- is
their brother. Grover True, and eral
home last Wednesday afternoon
for the past week.
will contact you. Or write: MFA
Campbell, Ardmore, Okla., ar- Mrs. True the past Sunday.
paint party. We enjoyed
Mrs. Drew Wall, Mrs. John rived here for a visit with Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hall, ac- for a
Insurance Companies, State Sales
Colley, Mrs. Harry Owens, and Mrs. Willie Chambers, companied by their mother, the lesson and visiting with
Lexing8045,
Box
Manager, P. 0.
Mrs. Newman Croft, Mrs. near Hyndsver, the past week. Mrs. Cecil Hall, left Thursday these nice ladies. Some of
ton, Ky. 40503.
Fred Vaughan and Mrs. Har- Other visitors last Sunday for their home in Detroit. Mrs. them are doing remarkably
vey Vaughan visited patients were: R. B. Chambers of Dal- Hall has been in this area for well with this beautiful work.
In the Weakley County Nursing las, and Carl Chambers, of a few weeks with her sister,
Mrs. Versie Cannon spent
Home last Thursday afternoon, Memphis. It was quite a re- Mrs. Roy Brown, and Mr. Saturday night with Mrs. Lottie
Nursing
with
In coperation
union for the Chambers' family Brown in South Fulton, rela- Hendrix.
Homes of Weakley County and all relatives.
Mrs. Eula B. Rozzell has her
tives and friends in District
Auxiliary. This project seems Mrs. Larry Barber and baby No. 17, and also visited at the daughter, Mrs. Earl Whitney,
to be bringing much pleasure daughter are in the home of bedside of her niece, Mrs. and family, of Amarilla, Texas,
to many of the patients. They parents, Mr. and Mrs. Velva Everette Shanklin, who is a with her for their vacation.
also visited Mrs. Lillian Rhodes Hawks, Sr., since their dismis- patient in Baptist Hospital,
at HIllview Nursing Rome. sal from Hillview the past Memphis.
She senses about the same.
week. Both are doing nicely.
Farmers over the area gat a
Mrs. Peggy Oldham, who
It was sad news here last lot of farm work done the past
lived in this community before
had week. Some beans were plantmoving to Fulton a few years week that Hillis Turner
ed, after good preparation of
ago, suffered a fractured hip suddenly expired at his home
a seed bed, and quite a number
in a fall at the Obion Coun- near Palmersville. He was
of acres of corn were planted.
Roger C. Douglas, Route 1,
ty Nursing Home. where the retired farmer. Is survived
Those who grow togacco are Water Valley, has been awardhas been a patient for the last by his companion, the former
HipAtA
MaSam
and
Bowlin
broDolphus
four
ed a $150 President's ScholarHiram Walker's
few weeks. She is a patient in Hattie Harris, and
WALKER
Old this. The weed got transplant- ship from Murray State Unithe Obion County Hospital in thers. Funeral was held at
Missionary Baptist ed to fields. Rubel Thomas versity.
Bethel
Union City at this time.
his tobacco set also. Seems
The annual Homecoming will Church, with interment in has
Douglas was validictorian of
as if the tobacco crop has been
be at the Ruthville Church the Palmersville Cemetery.
his graduating class at Hickshort.
cut
filled
with
Crutchfield
June,
in
Bro.
Dennis
Sunday
second
J. Carbitt Rickman hasn't man Co. High School. Son of
lunch at the noon hour and his appointment at Knob
the past week. Mr. and Mrs. Clarence F.
Creek Church of Christ the been so well all
singing in the afternoon.
Come over to the taste
is about the Douglas, he participated in the
past Sunday at 11 o'clock and Mrs. Rickman
been in declin- local 4-H Club and Future
of- Ten High, a true
also at the evening worship. same. Each has
months. Farmers of America. During
JAYCEES PICNIC
Bible School is held at 10 a. m. ing health for several
Bourbon of Hiram
high
in
years
Mr. and Mrs. Rex Frields, his first three
Miss Margarett Bynum was
The Fulton Jaycees are
Walker character and
will arrive this school, he received the FFA
Angeles,
Los
of
86 PROOF
dinner
family
to
hostess
their
potplanning a family picnic,
week for a visit with their Scholarship Award.
enthose
quality. Sip it slow and
and
Sunday
the
past
6th,
June
night,
Saturday
luck.
MW LKER•s
and
Frields,
Ed
Mrs.
mother.
at 8:30, at the Fulton City joying it were: Mr. and Mrs.
Douglas plans to enter Mureasy. You'll be doubly
in and around
Park. All members, their fam- Sam Mathis and daughters, all relatives
State next fall and begin
ray
glad you joined usilies and guests are invited. Sammie Jane, I,iz and Becky; this area
studies in pre-veterinary mediwhen you remember
The drinks will be furnished Mr. and Mrs J W. Bynum
cine.
and son, Hal. All enjoyed the
by the Jaycettes.
Ten High's welcome
ATTENTION VETERANS
STRAIGHT BOUR800
price!
WHISKEY
11. S. Miles, contact representative of the Bureau of
keep
'..7rAtrotEssa.51.
4
Veterans Affairs, will he at the
Do more than read it. Do your part to
sab...
Chamber of Commerce in FulKentucky beautiful.
Tax
ton, June 12, 1970, from 9:00
Full
a. m. until 3:00 a. m., to assist
Fifth St30 Incl.
ANDREWS
.0
veterans and their dependents
INC.
,
due
benefits
UNITED STATES BREWERS ASSOCIATION
for
with claims
South 4th Street
Jewelry Company
06 proof • Hiram Walker & Sons Inc Peoria,
Suite 42V Marion E. Taylor Bldg., 312
them as a result of their miliSoulsellbs.Kiwituclof 40202
tary service.
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YMBC HORSE SHOW OFFICIALS AND AWARDS LIST

• GOOD SPRINGS

Complete Roof
Planned Protection

RICE AGENCY

Want more
incotyme?

Here's your opportuni
to write your own check

In

MAXIMUM FINE
FOR LITTERING
$300

Water Valley Boy
Gets Scholarship

Join us
for a true
Bourbon,.
Ten Nigh

Sign of the times

Co.

TEN HIGH

Parts For All
Electric Shavers At:

leer bat bud= bpi

20% Of SFHS
Students Have
No Lost Days

WEATHER REPORT

HOSPITAL NEWS

(From current readings and
records of Jim Hale, South
Fulton.)
-Dete High Low
Precip.

According to Principal Virgil
Yates, of the South Fulton
MAY 1970
High School, twenty percent of 27. 88
55
the students have a perfect at- 28
92
64
tendance record for 1970. They 29
88
70
.1
are:
30
89 67
.6
Seniors: Barry Blackwell, 31
74
70
.1
Richard Bodker. Jimmy PotsJUNE 1970
grove, Kyle Dedmon, Terry 1 81
68
.7
Joyner, Becky Barber, Jan 2
74
66
1.1
Clement. Judy Faulkner, Billy
FIVE YEARS AGO
Green, Charles Horton, BeverMAY 1965
ly Bizzle, Susan Warren, Greg 27
82
64
.1
Phelps and David Robey;
28
76
60
.2
Juniors: June Dunker, Cindy 29
75
50
0
Elliott, Dessie Gattis, Dennis 30
87
52
trace
Greer, Jeff Sensing, Penny 31
89 61
0
Winston, Gary Jetton, Mike
JUNE 1965
Hailey and Kathy Proctor;
1
88
64
Sophomores: Paula Hutchins, 2 90
67
0
Robert Powell, Wayne Pannell,
NINE YEARS AGO
Jerry Moore, Dale Yates,
MAY 1961
Michael Milner, David New- 27
68
35
ton. Darrell Atkins, Tommy 28
78
42
0
Bodker, Robert Collier, James 29
90
54 .
trace
Johnson, David Elliott, Debra 30
77
56 .
Cruce, Delores Gorman and 31
92
62
0
Patty Parrish;
JUNE 1961
Freshmen: Philip Wiley, 1
93
65
Glynn Green. Dan Cunning- 2 94 64
ham, Inette Reynolds, Debra
Blythe, Susan
Bloodworth,
Rose Gattis, Mary Dunker, MRS. HILL—
Robin Kekko, Tommy Wright, (Continued from Pape One,
Bob Winston, Tommy Austin, church woman, this resolute
Janette
Reynolds. Rannah individual who was the center
Wheeler, Joyce King, Barry of activity in her family, this
Moss, James Mathias, Debra winsome, yet wiry, little woDedmon, Diane Duncan, Susan man who influenced so many
Hale, Barbara Robinson, Carol lives, I decided that I simply
Nabors, Evangeline Walker, was not equal to the task of
Robert Burrow, Steve Cox, Bill putting into words her truly
Gray and George Higgins.
inimitable character.

COUSIN TUNY—

For the past several years
Mrs. Hill had been confined to
the home of her daughter Mrs.
Mary Latta on Third Street.
Her confinement did not mean
that she shut out the world.
Indeed, her world was perhaps
more alive because she made
It so.

WHA
An imt
cause abn
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The following were patients
In Fulton hospitals on Wednesday, June 3:

Bc

HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
Jim Pate Lee, Mrs. Kenneth
Mulcahy, Mrs. Willie Cruse,
Mrs. Byron Kelly, Mrs. Charles
Batts, Fulton; little Johnny
Bivens, Dorothy Douglas, South
Fulton: Mrs. Earl Bard, Mrs.
Paul Butler, Earl Johnson,
Water Valley; Mrs. John C.
Henning, James Lucy, Hickman; Mrs. Louie Tibbs. Wingo; Donna Jordan, Clinton;
Mrs. Estes Cunningham, Dukedom; Mrs. Lorene Vincent,
Columbus, Ky.

Donnie McKnight of Hickman, right, had lose score of 76 at Oak Hill Country Club in Clinton
to win the "cheater's" trophy. More than 100 golfers were in the third Duffer's tournament.
McKnight was the winner in the first tournament in 1968. Johnny Campbell of Fulton was
runner-up with a 77.
(Photo Courtesy Hickman County Gazette)

Y. WINDAGE—
(Continued From Page One)
hind our house in Highlands, we have one of
the happiest mocking birds I have ever heard.
He twitters, warbles, chirps and sings away,
night after night, all night long, and if he
were any louder, I'm sure he would wake
the neighbors. In the quiet of the late night,
and with the perfume of honeysuckle sweeping the yard, I find him a most restful contribution to the end of a hard day's work.

Fulton Schools Waterfield
Announce Fall Firm Shows
Faculty, Staff Big Gains

(Continued nom Page One'
From this reception, we went to
London's Guildhall as guests of
Michael Butler and James Ver.
ner, American and British
producer of "Hair". Among
Mr. L. C. Thomas, superinA cash dividend of 5 cents a
tendent of Fulton City Schools, share has been declared by the
the special guests were Lyn
She abhorred being, what announces the faculties for the board of directors of Investors
Redgrave and the great English
actress, Gladys Cooper. Satur- might be termed, an invalid. coming school year of 1970-71: Heritage Life Insurance ComEven
until the last few days,
day morning, business session
pany. It was payable April
. . . noon luncheon ... and an she insisted on going to the din25 to stockholders of record
CENTRAL OFFICE
elaborate reception given by ner table on her own volition.
April 1.
L. C. Thomas - Superintendboth houses of Parliament. And she did.
This is the first cash dividend
ent, Alfred Bushart - Director declared
Then Sunday, a group of us
by the nine-year-old
Just
to
recite
of
such
Pupil
Personnel,
instances
Rubye
Winboarded a plane for Dublin,
company based at Frankfort.
brings
vividly
to
stead
my
Sec.
&
mind
Treas.
an
of
Board
Ireland . . . picked up a rentStock holders were paid in 1965
ed car and toured the country, occasion last Fall when I took of Education, Edna Yates - Of- and 1967.
staying at Ashford Castle, my grandson to see her. She fice Sec. & Sec. of Internal Harry Lee Waterfield, presiDromoland Castle ... enjoying was delighted that I would take Accounts, Frances Williamson dent, said the board approved
the beautiful countryside. In- time to bring the little fellow - Cafeteria Manager.
the cash outlay in view of excluded in the touring party to see her, yet it was my way
cellent growth experienced in
of
observing
that
none
of
the
were Martha Groom (Tennes1969. The year's net gain from
HIGH SCHOOL
see Farmers Coop); Olean fire for living had left her, alBobby Snider - Principal, operation was $383,438, up 17
Holloway (Buntin & Asso- though the energy for keeping Catherine
Bennett - English, per cent. Earned surplus
ciates) and Lalah Gee (Nash- it burning was dimming.
Patricia Bond - Math, Alfred reached $834,870, up 113 per
ville Gas Company). The time
She loved her church far and Bushart - Science, Susan Card- cent. Insurance in force climbpassed so quickly and before beyond the call of
duty. When well - Social Science, Mary ed to $284.5 million, up 18 per
you could say "Queen Eliza- disabled more than somewhat DeMyer - Home
Ec.. Linda cent.
beth" it was time to head for with a broken limb,
and on Hamblen - French, English, While a net gain has been
home. And in spite of all the crutches, it came
time for the David Mason - Health, Soc. registered for seven consecutive
beauty and being something annual lecture
Studies, Head Basketball years, Waterfield added, cash
like a storybook fairy tale, "commanded," series. She
and that's the Coach Billy Milner - Science, dividends were deferred until
I'll still take Tennessee.
only word to use, her daughter Guidance, Anne Robertson - it was felt the company could
Grace to bring her to the News Business, William Robertson - sustain them in future years.
office to get the printing done, Ind. Arts, Larry Shanks DORIS' MORTGAGED
for it was a task she had as- Phys. Education, Head FootPLYMOUTH'
sumed long ago, and she ball Coach, Dr. Educ., Patricia
Doris (Cousin Tuny) Free- wasn't about to relinquish the Steele - Library & English,
man's latest record, "Mort- duty and the happiness that Diane Stow - Math & Science,
gaged Plymouth" is selling went with doing it.
John Sublette - Band & Music, Repossessed Singer Golden
well, according to the latest
H. S. & Elem.
Touch and Sew in attractive
I admired her tremendousinformation reaching us. "It's
cabinet. Complete payments of
the answer to "Welfare Cad- ly. I loved her as a dear friend
$19.80 per month or cash and
CARR ELEMENTARY
illac", and if you would like to and an individual whose
carry. This is Singer's finest.
receive a copy, just drop a strength of character gave me, LaNette Allen - Principal, Act now.
Can be seen at Fulnote to Cousin Tuny, WDX.I, and others, that sense of want- Louise Buckingham Primary, ton Sewing
Center, 701 Broading to live asshe had lived so Ward Bushart - Soc. Science,
Box 489, Jackson 38301.
way,
South
Fulton, Tennessee.
that her world, and the people Assistant Coach, Mary Ann
in it, knew that she had lived Cardwell - Jr. High English,
with distinction, •and served Wanda Counts - Intermediate,
THE WHITE HOUSE
her stewardship loyally here. Mildred M. Davis - IntermediWashington
April 10, 1970
ate, Mary Earl Forsee - LiMy friend Mrs. Hill died last
PERSONAL
brary, Betty Harrison - Inter- Between Martin 8. Union City
Thursday
morning
at about mediate, Laverne Hixson Dear Miss Freeman:
Opening for season June 3
I want to thank you, on be- 8:45 a. m.
Primary, Cecil Maddox - PhyFuneral
services
DOUBLE FEATURE
were
held sical Education, Coach, Frank
half of the President, for the
recording you recently sent to Saturday afternoon, May 30, in Moore Jr. - Jr. High Math,
Starts at Dusk
him. He very much appreciates Hornbeak Funeral Home Science, Katherine Moore Shelley Winters
chapel, with Mrs. Will Am- Primary,
your thoughtfulness.
Ella H. Nunley Bloody Mama
Your confidence and support berg, Reader for the First ESEA Title I - Reading, Shamean much to the President, Church of Christ Scientist, of- ron Pirtle - ESEA Title I — and —
ficiating.
Burial
was
in
Green. Reading, Dorothy Vick - Inter- Shelley Winters, Christopher
as does your spirit of patriolea Cemetery,
tism.
mediate, Wilna Wilson - Inter- Jones
Mrs. Hill, 89, the former mediate.
With the President's best
Birdie Pierce, was the daughWild In The Streets
wishes,
ter of Dr. Herman Pierce and
Sincerely yours,
TERRY
NORMAN
Mary
Barham Pierce, pioneer
SATURDAY, JUNE 6
Rose Mary Woods
Ruth D. Bondurant - Hd.
citizens of Obion County. She
Personal Secretary
One Feature
Teacher, Intermediate, Mrs.
attended
Fairmont
College at
to the President
The Longest Day
Washington, D. C., and Bel- Hugh Jackson - Primary, Mrs.
mont College in Nashville, J. P. MeClay - Primary, MarSUN. - MON. JUNE 74
PAUL HARVEY NEWS
Tenn. She was the widow of garet Perry - Primary.
DOUBLE FEATURE
Walter Hill, who preceded her
May 7, 1970
Miss Doris B. Freeman
in death 26 years ago.
Starts At Dusk
718 Fairmont
Steve McQueen
Mrs. Hill was one of two woJackson, Tennessee 38301
men who ever served on the
The Reivers
Dear Miss Freeman:
Thanks mich for the record- Fulton City Board of Educa— and —
tion.
She
was
ing and the autograph which
a member.of the
Dr. William P. McElwain,
Dean Martin
Fulton Woman's Club and had Lexington. now serving as actwill treasure.
Ambushers
I'm going to try harder to held various positions in her ing commissioner of the State
live up to the flattering com- church, the First Church of Department of Health, has
TUES.
, WED. JUNE 9 - 10
pliment included in your letter. Christ Scientist.
been named by the State Board
Surviving are two daughters, of Health as commissioner to
Every good wish.
Double Feature
Mrs.
Mary Latta of Fulton and succeed Dr. Russell E. Teague
Sincerely,
Starts at Dusk
Mrs. Grace Beard of Martin; after Dr. Teague retires in
Paul Harvey
Christopher Plummer,
one son, Dick Hill of Mel- August.
Susannah York
bourne, Australia, and six
McElwain, 37, is a former
FIRST PRIZE WINNER
grandchildren, Mrs. Anne Pet- associate director of the LexLock Up Your
Ward Johnson, riding Shia- terson of Fulton; Susan, Ann ington-Fayet
te
tows Glenward, owned by the and Rick Hill of Melbourne, Department. County Health
Daughters
He has been di%Blurt Farm, tack first Prize Australia; Van and David rector of
— and —
local health services
n the Amateur Class at the Jennings of Pittsburg, Pa., and in the
John Saxen, Mary Ann Mobley
state health
Mounds, M., Horse Show last Kim and Pam Beard of Knox- since September. department
He is a native
For Singles Only
,laturday night.
ville, Tenn.
of Warren County.

CLASSIFIED ADS

SUNSET DRIVE-IN

Lee Engel Is
Counselor For
Wye Institute

FULTON HOSPITAL
Omar Owsley, Mrs. Virginia
Davis, Nelson Shelby, Curtis TWENTY,FIVE TEACHERS
attend a recent dinner In honor
Brockwell, Nelson Tripp, Walter Stovall, Mrs. Callio Walk- of Mrs. Mamie Ennis (above) given at the home of Mr. and
er, Miss Katherine Lowe, Mrs. Mrs. Paul Blaylock.
Leila Allen, Mrs. Flora Nanney, Dr. Glynn Bushart, Wales
Austin, Cleatus Wilhanks, Fulton; Mrs. Evelyn Whitlatch,
William Webb, W. D. Elliott,
Mrs. Mary Browder. Janet
Long, South Fulton; Mrs. Era
Wiley, Mrs. Lame Carter,
Wayne Latta, Eugene Cunningham, Wingo; Roy Stanfield, Buford Walker, Clinton;
Mrs. Bessie Hedge, Mr. and
Mrs. Bob Herring, Dukedom;
Miss Annie Walker, Union City:
Cecil Beard, Mayfield; Mrs.
Maggie Barham, Crutchfield;
Carl Pirtle, Water Valley;
Cecil Shaw, Hickman; Tommy W. Jones, Columbus, Ky.

Lee Engel, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Ed Engel of Fulton, will
be employed this summer at
Wye Institute at Queenstown,
Maryland.
Lee is one of six educational
counselors selected in the
United States to teach at the
OUTSTANDING SENIOR
Institute, which is located on
Miss Cheryl Underwood, a
Chesapeake Bay. He will be physical education and speech
MRS. ENNIS RECEIVED many gifts of appreciation at the
teaching seminars in communi- major at Murray State Univercations and art.
sity, was recently selected dinner in her honor at the Blaylock home. (Above): South FulWye Institute is an educa- "Outstanding Senior" of Alpha ton principal Virgil Yates presents her a silver platter.
tional camp, set up by founda- Delta Pi Social Sorority, and
tion grants from Stueben- was presented a plaque to MRS. MAMIE-Corning Ware Company. Two commemorate this occasion.
MEMPHIS VISITORS
(Continued From Pegs Ono)
four-weeks courses will be
Mrs.
Clarence Thorpe was a
taught, with approximately 65
the
Order
of
Eastern
Star
and
GET WELL SOON
children in each course. The
Mrs. Mildred Anderson, is in past President of the County business visitor in Memphis
Tuesday,
being accompanied
students are composed of the Lexington, Kentucky with her
Council of Home Demonstra- by Miss Gertrude
top, scholastically,
Murphey.
eighth son, Wayne, who is ill.
tion clubs in Weakley County.
grade students in the State of
She was named "Woman of the
Maryland.
WINNERS
Year" by the Home DemonWEEK-END VISIT
Lee attended Murray State
Jewell Myatt's Merry Boys
Mrs. Anna Belle Edwards is
College for three years, after Go-Go placed reserve cham- stration clubs in UM, and is
a
member
of the Business and spending the week-end in Hatgraduating from Fulton High, pion in the Mounds, Ill., Horse
then transferred to the Uni- Show last Saturday night. Professional Womens' Club, tiesburg, Miss., with her dauMrs.
Ennis
makes her home ghter. Mrs. N. L. Meadows and
versity of Kentucky, where he Nicky Forrester took first
at 208 University in Martin. family. Her granddaughter,
has just completed his first place honors on Merry
Boy's
Mrs. Gene Martin, and baby,
year in dentistry. He plans to Flash at the Hickman
County
return to UK in the fall.
Share The News with a Friend Bryan, of San Antonio will also
Riding Club on Sunday.
be in Hattiesburg.

Send
a letter
rto North Vietnam.,
Right now hundreds of Americans are
being held captive in North Vietnam.
A few prisoners have made it back. They
talk about bamboo cages. Vicious beatings.
Malnutrition. Humiliation.
But the North Vietnamese will tell us
nothing. And it's this silence that makes our
appeal more urgent.
For the families at home, there is no
word on who's alive. Who's dead. Or even
who's being held. There is nothing. Except
the anguish of not knowing.
Maybe you can change this. By writing
to the one man who can change it: The President of North Vietnam.
Ask him to release the names of prisoners, allow them to write to their families,
and let the Red Cross inspect the prisons to

insure proper medical treatment and living
conditions.
Remind him that he is bound by the
1949 Geneva Convention which his country
signed. And by the Istanbul resolution.
North Vietnamese leaders do care about
American public opinion. And if they think
they can gain something by bowing to it,
they will.
But one letter won't do it. Or a thousand.
Maybe it will take millions. So we've got to
write now. All of us. And often.
Write a letter tonight. And send it to:
Office of the President, Democratic Republic of Vietnam, Hanoi, North Vietnam.
It'll cost you a quarter. But it might save
a life.
THE AMERICAN RED CROSS 41
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THE NEWS

WHAT GLAND DETERMINES DWARFS- GIANTS?
An imbalance in a hormone from the pituitary gland can
cause abnormal or stunted growth in humans.

June 4, 1970

l'LLTON. KENTUCKY
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Boy Scouts From Surround -

SEZEI

Of interest to Homemakers

amboree At Roberts' Farm

it dinner In honor
lome of Mr. and

We Have A Limitedl
SUPPLY OF

HOME FOR A WEEKEND— Rows of tents are shown at the annual Jamboree
that area Boy Scouts attended the weekend of May It. The campout was held
at Roberts' Farm, located between Union City and Cayce, Ky. After the boys

FOAM RUBBER

"survived" the rainstorm Friday night, classes were held In making rope
bridges, reading a compass and other areas of survival. Troops from South

In Large Sheets
Also A Few 2" Thick
Mattress Toppers.

Fulton, Fulton, Union City, Hornbeak and Bardwell, Ky., attended the Jamboree which lasted from Friday evening until Sunday.
(Photos courtesy Union City Messenger)

Plastic
FREEZER BOXES

Fwwefation at the
ova.): South Fut.
, platter.

More Employed
In Atomic Field
WASHINGTON— Employment
In the atomic-energy field rose
from 144,400 to 149,000 between
May 1968 and May 1969. Workers In privately owned establishments grew 15 per cent, from
43,400 to 49,800, in contrast to
government-owned installations,
where employment declined 2
per cent, from 101,000 to 99,200.

1 Pt. 12 for $1.00
1 1/2 Pt. 10 for $1.00
1 01. 8 for $1.00
We Make Keys
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Railroad Salvage
Company
Lake St. — Fulton, Ky.

END VISIT
lelle Edwards is
ieek-end in Hatwith her dauL. Meadows and
granddaughter,
irtin, and baby,
Antonio will also
irg.

AUCTION SALE

PURELY PERSONAL: An
apt editorial headline in the
Chicago Pointer Publications declares, "Pollution: its a Lot of
Garbage" . . . Romain Brandt
says tact is the ability to shut
your mouth before someone does
it for you . . .
[he mailmen and air controllers strikes were largely
pointless, irritating to everyone
and of the greatest inconvenience
to millions who were synipaihetic originaH) to the strikers'
demands . . . Dr. Walter C.
Bornemeier, president of the
American Medical Assn., is right
when he says the time in medical
school must be cut to get more
doctors out treating patients . .
doctor shortages grow more
acute, even as hospital and medical costs rise and rise and rise

THURSDAY, JUNE 4, 18:00 A. M.
On The Farm Of The Late Gaither McMullin,
two miles west of Wingo. Ky. on the Wingo
and Pilot Oak road.

i

Household Furnishings, Antiques and Farm Machinery
1—'62 Model Choy. Pick-up
Truck.
1-50 model Ford tractor with
plow, disc, cultivator and
mower.
1--Gas Tank

living

by the
:ountry
In.
!about
y think
g to it,

1—Lot Of Hand Tools
Clover Hay
1—Bedroom Suite
1—Living Room Suite
Electric Rang*
Refrigerator
Old Trunks

:

Fresh from the fields
by overnight truck

ALLEN'S
FRUIT STAND
Jet US 45 & Ky. Ave.

The Futons Int

Fulton Post

Snake Held Captive

Georgia Produce

SOUTH FULTON, TENN. x
RAY'S
Every Tuesday & Wednesday Niles I
m. to 12u m. must ,3,1
1 e 21
w,s,

OAKSHIRE PLACE

Lamps, tables, chairs, many other items too numerous
mention.
L. D. McMULLIN, OWNER

South Fulton Headquarters

COLONEL BILL GRAY, Auctioneer and
IReal Estate Broker Phone 479-1620 or 885-.
12679 Union City.

MOBILE HOME SALES
Union City, Tennessee
12- Wide, 2 Bedroom, All Gas

usand.
got to

$3450.00

1 it to:
Zepub1.
4
It save

—
"
411111:111111119

1S,S gig

12 x 60, 3-Bedroom, Early American

$4450.00

Datsun 2-Door Sedan

t.

12 x 64, 3-Bedroom, Early American,

all Electric $4995.00
Datsun 4-Door Sedan

Storing winter clothes
Datsun 4-Door
Station Wagon

with

FAMILY - UP WITH DATSUI
Sedan models and the Wagon delivers up to 25 miles per gallon
economy. 5-main-bearings add life to your car's engine. Power combines with smooth shifting in Datsun's punchy 96 HP overhead cam
engine; all-synchro 4-on-the-floor. 3-speed automatic transmission is
optional. From safety front disc brakes to five-passenger, all-vinyl
upholstered, roomy comfort. . . the Datsun Sedans and Wagons are
beautiful buys. Drive a Datsun, then decide at:

LASSITER & McKINNEY DATSUN, INC.

Compass Problem

solves

Ray's

Barbe

Call Us
479-9082

753 - 7114
Murray, Ky.
810 Sycamore
— Open Evenings Until 8:00 P. M.—
N•-• •

SEDANS • WAGON • PICI5UP • SPORTS CARS

OK- PARISIAN

FRIED CHICKEN, PIZZA
Dine & Dance-3: P.M. Till 12: P.M

a vexing problem
This solution not only
gives you ample closet
room for seasonal clothes
but also keeps winter
clothes moth-safe until
needed again. Then, back
they come so clean, spotfree and perfectly pressed,
they look like new. Call
on us today.

OK-PARISIAN
Laundry & Cleaners, Inc
Dial 472-1700

Free Delivery — Bank Financing
SERVICE AFTER THE SALE

Sandpiper Travel Trailers
16 Ft. Self Contained
17 Ft. Self Contained
20 Ft. Self Contained

$2295.00
$2495.00
$2895.00

— DISCOUNT PRICES —
Phone 885-6851
A Hugh Wade - Nathan Wade
Enterprise

•

Nashville Woman Announces
For Governor Of Tennessee
She's Former
Legislator,
Educator
The race for the Democratic
nomination for governor of Tennessee attracted another midi.
date today, Mary Anderson of
Nashville, the first woman to
seek the chief executive's desk
since 1936.
Mrs. Anderson is a former
member of the legislature and
a former Nashville school sup.
ervisor. She made her announc.
ment as a candidate in Nashville
this morning before 'starting a
statewide campaign trip to the
Tri-Cities area, Chattanooga,
Jackson and Memphis.
Mrs. Anderson announced sew
eral weeks ago she was considering the governor's race.
Her entry will make her the
second woman in Tennessee history to seek the governorship
MC I.' socialist Kate B. Stockton

collected 3,786 votes in 1936.
Mrs. Anderson will be the fifth
person trying for the Democratic. sod this year.

A 5tig of 111ine and nom
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children apparently dragged the He said all he could ascertain
body of the youth about 800 was that the three Shepherd
yards and dumped it in the children were attempting to get
sinkhole.
the Broadbent boy to go home.
State Trooper Ronald Ander- State Police Detective Hugh
determine
son said he tried to
Page said he tested the shotwhether there had been any gun to see if it could be tired
quarrel between the children. accidentally.
CADIZ, Ky.,
— One of the youngest persons ever rimoomsoniima.o.smeroeme004mi• alm
to be tried for a capital crime in Kentucky will be brought into
0
4 impo4ma1
Trigg Circuit Court in September.
Facing a charge of willful murder is 10-year-old Jimmy
Shepherd, son of Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Shepherd, Caledonia cornmunity, who will be tried as an' In a 10-foot sinkhole by authori.......
ties who determined he had
adult on Sept. 17.
been struck in the chest by the 1
The youngster, along with his
parents, appeared before Cir- blast of a 12-gauge shotgun from
a
distance of about 10 feet.
cuit Judge Stephen P. White
At a coroner's inquest on
today for arraignment and was
March
25, which returned a verreleased on his own recognidict of death due to homicide,
zance.
it was brought out that the ShepThe boy was certified as an herd youth was with the
Broadadult by County Judge Zelner bent boy at the time
of the
Cossey and the Trigg grand shooting.
jury returned the indictment
Trigg County Sheriff James
charging him with murder in Mathis said at the inquest
the
its final report Tuesday.
Shepherd boy was at the site
The youth is accused of kill- of the shooting with his mother
ing 12-year-old David Broad- and two other Shepherd chilbent, who was found dead about dren, ages 13 and f.
a half-mile from his home in
Mathis said the Broadbent
tire Caledonia community on youth apparently was in a tree
March 22. The slain boy was when he was shot. The sheriff
the son of Mr. and Mrs. John said he was told the shooting
111 Broadway, South Fulton 479-2225
Broadbent.
was accidental.
The Broadbent boy was found
Mathis said the mother and
rimwo-rooro-rampo-rma.0.4mso-amou.uti-imsi

Many American wine enthu- most often used is a long-necked
siasts are adopting the continen- carafe holding about 28 ounces,
tal custom of pouring their table enough for a dinner for four. It
wine from a carafe, pitcher or is easy to grasp and to pour
other wine server which adds from. A smaller version, holding
informal charm to the dinner half as much, is nice for a twotable. This is particularly true of some. Individual carafes offer
those who have discovered that still another possibility. They
bargains in California wines are hold up to eight ounces and are
The young people of the often bottled in gallons or half convenient for
buffet or tray
state constitute a tremendous gallons.
service. The nine-ounce all purasset which if not properly used
The
oversize containers are pose wine glass is a suitable
could become a liability and
large for table service, but they serving companion for any of
even a destructive force.
are convenient to hold several these.
Earlier Friday, Hooker had re. days supply of wine or ample
Pictures and descriptions of
ceived the endorsement of Joe wine for a modest party. A Cali- various wine servers
and glasses
C, Carr, secretary Of state for fornia Burgundy can
accompany are available in a free brochure.
Tennessee for 22 years and
a
pot
roast one night and a spa- For a copy, send a post card to
treasurer of the Tennessee.Democratic Party's executive cons. ghetti dinner later in the week. WINE. P.O. Box 88, San FranThe
type of serving container cisco, Calif. 94101.
mittee.
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Mower Sections & Guards
and any kind of mower parts

i
1

Plow Shares, Disc Blades
Get them all at

TEM= TRACTOR PARTS

AN
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Our Biggest BARGAIN EVENT of the Year!
Light 'n' lively.. to keep you in fashion all Summer long!
•

PAPER

NAPKINS

STRAW BAGS

LEATHER

1.99 • DRESS • SPORT • KNIT SHIRTS
DRESS SHIRTS

SPORT SHIRTS

Fine quality, no-iron fabrics
in white or new solid colors.
Regular collar, short sleeves,
topflight tailoring, 14"2-17.

Regular or button - down
collars, short sleeves, long
tail. Huge variety of solids,
plaids, stripes, checks.
Men's S-M-L-XL.

MEN'S KNIT SHIRTS
Crew neck . . . stripes or

solids. Men's S-M-L . . . .

3 $5
For

FOR

5

BOYS' KNIT SHIRTS
Values to $3 ... crew or
fashion collar. 8 to 18.

BOY'S PEDIA-PRESS SPORT SNIRTS
Compare at $2.00 Sizes 8 -11
No Ironing Ever — Outstanding Selection
Permanent - Press

3 $5
For

2FoR 3
No-Iron 'Fast-Back'

SLACKS

SLACKS

Men's 2910 42 Waist

6
12EG
-1.
8

44

SLIM
6-12

Slight irregs from wellknown quality maker.

JAMAICA SHORTS
or SHELL TOPS

100% Nylon, seamless, favored colors.

"Kanekalon Stretch Wigs'
\\

Wash 'n Wear!

Permanent-press 50% polyester, 50% cotton. Vatdyed, Sanforized, shrunk.
Extra well - made. Grey,
Olive Green.

19.88

SHORTS or SHELLS
Nylon knit, mock turtle neck shells.
All cotton shorts with side zip ... $
Wide choice of
styles, colors.

PAPER

PLATES
loo to Pkg.

MUNSEY ELECTRIC

2-WAY OVEN

490

TWO APPLIANCES IN ON
ONE-YEAR GUARANTEE

Perfect for Picnic

1

Carefree 100% cotton, permanent-press. qr
Huge selection of styles, colors . .now at . .

Two-Piece ... No-iron

DIAPER SETS
Sizes 9 thru 24 mths.
All cotton, permanent-press. Checks,
stripes.

Women's...Teens'

WHITE TENNIS

3-Pc. LUGGAGE SET
•Pullman

• Weekender

47

Made 1

41A-10
With cushion insoles.

58

SEPARATELY:

Shirts 320 Pants 360

1"

9 to 24-Month SUN SUITS 11

U. S.

Shirt & Pants, Reg.8.18

TOPS: Solids, women's S-M-1.
Of 100% Nylon knit, sleeveless.
Mock—full turtle neck, zip back

and

Mix or Match ... Girls' 7-14

• Regulars 8-18
• Slims 6-12
• Husky 8-16

Men's Matched SUIT

Mix or Match . . . Your Choice
SHORTS: Solids or prints, 8-18 ..
slim-tailored classic Jamaicas,
'side zip for trim fit. Savings at..

88

New miracle fiber
with soft natural curl
. . choose from 24
lovely shades. FREE
syling head . . .

Blue Denim Jeans
244

Fabulous value for boys 4 to 18 . . short sleeve
model in solids, plaids, stripes. Regular or buttondown collars.

290

NYLON PANTIE HOSE

266

Boys' No-kom SPORT SHIRTS $1

Pkg. of 200

HANDLES AND
TRIM
Square
envelope
and pouch
purses
of PVC
straw in
Chestnut
Natural
and
White.

Slim, trim slacks in Summer's
favored colors . . Permanentpress means no ironing, everl
Dress, casual and "fastback" models in smart
No-Iron fabrics. Solids
and neat plaids, checks
. . . this season's top
colors. Compare to $81

Fulton, K

10-Year-Old To Be
Tried For Murder

BINDER TWINE

and how to serve it...

John J. Hooker Jr., trying
again for the Democratic gut>
ernatorial nomination after his
unsuccessful 1966 bid, told a McMinnvnle audience Friday night
that he is convinced that only
calm constructive leadership
can bring progress to Tennessee
lathe 1970s. Hooker said the tat.
ergs and energies of youth need
lobe directed and if elected he
intends to make a place for
young people in his administration.

Thursday, June 4, 1970

Fulton, Ky.

Certified As Adult

SENSATIONAL SAVINGS ALL THRU THE STORE

• Vanity

"Jetrail" model in
blue or avocado.

Reg. $18

88

5 altx4WEB

LAWN CHAIRS

MIRROR FINISHED ALUMINUM
ATTRACTIVE • LIGHTWEIGHT
WEATHER RESISTANT
PLASTIC
WEBBING
a
FOLDS FOR
EASY
STORAGE

REP01
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could ascertain
three Shepherd
ittempting to get
boy to go home.
Detective Hugh
tested the shotIt could be fired

Fulton, Ky.

Thursday, June 4, 1970
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Redeem Your Food Stamps
AT LIBERTY

ED JONES

STORE HOURS

8th DISTRICT of TENNESSEE

REPORTS FROM WASHINGTON,

rds
parts
les

NTS
479-2225

ar!

)RTS
IS

150

CTRIC

DVEN
IN ONE
ARANTEE

88

kIRS

_UMINUM
TWEIGHT
1ANT

During the past sixteen months our national
economy has been moving in strange direction
s. While
Inflation has continued to escalate, we have
come
into a period of what can technically be called
a
recession.
The,first quarter of 1970 saw the sharpest drop
in
the Gross National Product since the last year
of
the Eisenhower administration. This was the
second consecutive quarterly decline in the Gross National Product, which fits the generally accepted
definition of recession.
During 1969 we saw the cost of living increase
by more than 7.6 points -- the largest annual
rise
since 1951. The rate of inflation last year was
above six per cent. In the previous eight years, the
average inflationary rate was Just over two per cent,
with the worst single year (1968) at 4.6 per cent.
One week after the President took office last year,
he announced publicly that his administration would
not intervene in wage and price determination. Concentrated industries took this announcement as a goahead to raise their prices with the sky as the limit.
As a result the prices of many of the basic industry products rose four times as rapidly last year
as they had in the previous eight years. For example, steel mill products, which are used in any
number of consumer items, increased their prices
at a rate of 6.7 per cent last year. The combined
increases of the previous eight years totalled only
7.1 per cent.
In addition to the increased cost of living and the
ever-shrinking value of the dollar, we now have
over a million more unemployed persons
than we
had sixteen months ago. The most recent unemployment figure is 4.8 per cent of our work force, as
opposed to 3.3. per cent in January 1969. Besides
the 3.8 millions persons who are now unemployed,
there are other millions whose paychecks have bee
reduced by loss of overtime and shorter workweeks.
The stock market has also been on the decline,
losing over $150 billion in one year. These losses
are equivalent to the total annual expenditures of
the Federal Government, excepting trust funds.
The executive branch of our government has many
options at its disposal for affecting the state of
our economy. The much discussed jawbone tactic
has been used as an effective measure against unreasonable price increase in the past. The Federal Government's enormous leverage as the largest
purchaser of goods and services can and should
be used in the fight against inflation. The Federal
Trade Commission and the Justice Department have
powers which could be used in dealing with monopolies which operate against the interests of our
economy.
So far, these options have not been exercised. Why
they have not is beyond me. However, I still suspect
that, since election time is drawing closer, changes
will soon be made which will result in a healthier economy. For the average man, it will not be a moment
too soon.
Most Americans do not object to tightening their
belts and making sacrifices for the sake of our
nation's economic well being. But when they see
no sign that their sacrifices are helping the economy, they want changes in policy on the highest
level

FRYERs u. 25c
PUREX
lo
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49
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c
IVORY
39c
BREAD
19c STEAK
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!SCUM 3=25 HAMBURGER 490
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79c
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WITH
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HALF
GAL.

WHOLE
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WITH
COUPON
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GIANT
BOTTLE

CHUCK.
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CHUCK

Miss Liberty White
14-oz. LOAF

ALL BRANDS

FRESH GROUND

3 lbs.
or
more
lb.

MISS
LIBERTY
SLICED

PRIDE OF ILLINOIS

CAN

KTURNER'S SWEET

LB.

LB.
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GAL.

°ROUND
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9
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BREAST

Lb. 59c
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Lb. 59c
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c
bb.. 55
Chum
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Lb. 19c
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16-oz
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16-oz
BOTTLE
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*******************4********************4****
**********************ic**************
REELFOOT
5
Lb.
Bag
-65C
GODCHAUX
ARMOUR SKINLESS
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12-oz
pkg.

HUNT'S

OLD FASHIONED LARGE

FOLGER'S

s
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the39t

lb
can

26-oz
Bottle
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Property In Most Counties
Of State Assessed At 30 Pct.
NASHVILLE
Proper.
ty in all but four Tennessee
counties Is being assessed at 90
per cent of value, part of a
gradual increase which will
bring the level to 50 per cent in
every county by 1979.

SUNDAY
9 am. - 7 pm.
MONDAY Thru THURSDAY 8 am.-8 pm.
FRIDAY. SATURDAY
8 am. -9 pm.

SACRAMENTO FRUIT

value while in Davidson and
Hamilton counties the figure is
40 per cent.

"The increase has caused a
great deal of confusion in many
counties," said Randall Render.
Under a law passed in 1967. son, lawyer for the State Board
0
every property assessor is re. 1 Equalization. "Property own.
quired to assess at at least 90 era should be aware of proceper cent of value, effective last dures to follow if they feel the
level of assessment is limMonday. The figure goes to 3t new ,
per cent next year, 40 per cent fair..
Appeals from the
In 1972 and 50 per cent in 1973
county boards may be carried
Before the reappraisal pro to the state board until Aug. 1.
gram became effective, some
If county courts retain the
counties assessed property at current tax rate, the higher
only 5 per cent of value.
assessment levels will mean an
Shelby and Bradley counties at. Increase in taxes. Courts set the
ready assess at 50 per cent of new tax rate in July.

YOUR BEST PAINT BUY

ak Ak

BAKE MASTER

B
LA
bG14189

TURNER'S

*
* BLUE
*
* SEAL

P

12-oz
can

Showboat Pork & Beans
14 1/2
oz
can

Liberty Coupon
LIQUID

Purex

half gallon lc

With 'This Coupon & 16.00 Additional
Purchase. Excluel.4 Tobacco & Dairy

187 Commercial — 4724533

Products.

LB
BAG

*

sl
LETTUCE 'irAil9t
69t BANANAS 10o
110 CARROTS

PET RITZ CREAM
1
14 1 2-oz. p*
le25
PIES

PKG,

BORDENS'S INSTANT

Liberty Coupon
LIQUID

(Save 50c)

Ivory 32-oz. bot. __ 39c
With This Coupon

& $5.00 Additional

Purchase. Excluding Tobacco & Dairy
Products.,

V.id After June tilt)
.101••=4.

FRESH

* GRADE 'A'
*
0i Do
MEz
D.

100 COUNT PAPER

TREET
Beans

Exchange
Furniture

ENDS & CENTER CUTS MIXED

ALL REG. SIZE SOFT 6-bt.
ctr.
plus
dep

29
59c Plates
100 Potatoes

cans

ARMOUR

HOOSEPAI
ONLY$411

9°

lb.
pkg.

EAss,

FUME RESISTANT

LB.

LIBERTY (In Quarters)

WOLCO Black Eye
Purple Hull

soot)

COUNTRY STYLE

48 ct.
tea
bag

Lara
Lynn
lb
Saltine box.

MARTIN
SENOUR
PA I NIS

LIPTON

(Coupon Void After June ttil)

PKG

SHELLS

**

2-ct
.
pkg.

ICE BERG

GOLDEN RIPE

LB

FRESH CRISPY

CELLO
PKG

Liberty Coupon

(Save 15c)

Liberty Coupon

SOFT WHIPPED — BLUE BONNETT

LIPTON INSTANT

Margarine lb. pkg. 29c

Tea

(Save 20c)

3-oz. jar ____ 89c

WITH THPS COUPON

WITH

(Coupon Void After June 11%)

IC•upon Void

Tiffs cotrPoN
After June NM

Fulton, Ky.
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New Position
For Harrison
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Vanderbilt Chancellor
To Advise President
NASHVILLE, Tenn.
Dr. Alexander Heard, the Van.
derbilt University chancellor
picked by President Nixon to
advise him on student thinking,
says he will serve as campus
representative to the President
not the President's spokesman
to the campus.
"The President demonstrated
to me his willingness to listen,"
Heard said. "I will do my best
to help him hear."
Heard, 53, is a nattily dressed
5.foot.10 Georgia native who has
seen considerable government
service, including duty on the
staff of the U.S. Embassy in Ecuador in 1941.43. He holds a doc.
torate from Columbia University, is a Democrat and the father
of four children.
Since assuming his post as
chancellor of Vanderbilt seven
years ago, he has encouraged
dissent, faced off disgruntled
alumni over students' rights to
hear such diverse speakers as
Stokely Carmichael and George
C. Wallace, and weathered one
Nashville campus storm.
"The university's obligation is

not to protect students from
ideas but rather to expose them
to ideas," he once said, "and to
make them capable of handling
and, hopefully, haying ideas."
Heard faced a crowd of more
than 2,000 of Vanderbllt's 7,000
students Friday soon after the
President announced his two.
month appointment and admitted a "feeling of grief" about
the state of campus dissent.
"I feel there's a great gap be.
tween the nation's educators,
the students and the govern.
ment," he told the students. "I
have felt it as our colleges and
universities drifted farther and
farther apart from the nation
around them."
In an effort to bring students
and the Vanderbilt trustees closer together, he fostered a plan
aPProved two years ago by the
trustees to elect each year a
graduating senior to an eight.
year term on the board. Similar
plans have been a.dopted since
by several other schools. This
year's new Vanderbilt trustee Is
Walter R. Murray Jr., a Nash.
vile Negro

ter************

Enjoy the Organ Music of
MARTHA LOGAN
Each Evening
In The Beautiful

DINING BOOM
It the'

At Fulton, Ky.
*********************W******
•

COMPANY OWNERS— Ed Griffin (right), a longtime employe
of the Home Lumber Company, has purchased an Interest
In the firm and has been named president of the corporation. W.D. McAnulty Is secretary-treasurer. The two purchased the interest held by Robert McAnulty.

Buys Interest
In UC Firm

Ed Griffin, who has worked as
yard foreman at the Home Lumber Company in Union City for
th, past 15 years, has purchased an interest in the firm
and is now president of the corporation.
For years the firm had been
operated as a partnership by
Robert
McAnulty
and
his
brother, W.D. McAnulty. Robert
McAnulty decided to retire from
the business recently, following
a heart attack, and Mr. Griffin
ert McAnulty suffered an atand W.D. McAnulty purchased
tack last October, the firm
his interest and formed a corhad been operated by the McAnulty brothers.
McAnulty now serves
as secretary-treasurer.
Mr. Griffin was born In the
Dixie community, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Elmer Griffin. He
was graduated from Dixie High
School in 1951 and worked in
Michigan for a few months before going into the farming
business with his father. He
remained with his father until
1955 when he joined -Home
Lumber Company.
Mr. Griffin is married to the
former Miss Glenda Lee Kindred of Fulton. They have two
children, Tony 7 and Teresa 11.
They are members of the Cumberland
Presbyterian church
where Mr. Griffin serves as
the Sunday School superintendent. Mrs. Griffin works at the
Union City Bakery.
.
A
The Griffins make their home
on Sunswept Drive.

;ITT NATIONAL NOW OFFERING
AUTOMATICALLY RENEW ABLE
Certificates Of Deposit Al The
MAXIMUM RATES Allowable For Banks

/
1
4
%
Per Annul

ON 24 MONTH CERTIFICATE OF DEPOSIT
Interest Paid Quarterly, Semi-Annually or at Maturity

/2

Per Annum

ON 12 MONTH CERTIFICATE OF DEPOSIT
Interest Paid Quarterly, Semi-Annually or at Maturity

Per Annum

ON
3 OR 6 MONTH CERTIFICATE OF DEPOSIT
Interest Compounded Instantly and Continuously

,- TO

MAXIMUM RATES ALSO BEING PAID

2

poration.
Robert McAnulty moved to
Union City from Bolivar In 1922
and purchased
the Union City
Lumber Company from Tom
Reynolds. At that time it was
located across from 'Bailey's
Service Station on First Street
where the old Kroger building
Is now. In partnership with
Mr. McAnulty was the late E.P.
Futrell.
After the business burned In
1933, Mr. McAnulty joined the
New York Life Insurance Corn.
puny but, in 1937, he and W.D.
McAnulty bought out the Home
Builders Supply Company, located where Home Lumber Company is now.
Since that time and until Rob-

Bill
Harrison, who in the
past 15 years has risen from
clerk to manager of the Personal
Department and viceLean
president of the Old & Third NaBank,
is stepping down
tional
from his position to become associated with the Fulton, Ky.,
Coca-Cola Bottling Company.
Mr.
Harrison will assume
his new position Monday.
The Fulton bottling firm was
owned and operated for
50
years by Mr. Harrison's fatherin-law, Pete Pfizer, who died
last year.
Mr. Harrison, his wife and
five children will continue tc
make their home on Cheatham
Street in Union City.
James White, president of the
Old & Third, said today:
several
Over the past
years Mr. Harrison has done a
magnificent job for the bank in
every way. We regret that he Is
leaving the bank but we wish him
all the success in the world in
his new venture."
Aside from his banking accomplishments, Mr. Harrison in
the past has been most active
In the Jaycees and, In 1959,won
the Distinguished Service Award

on Passbook
Saving's accounts
Interest Compounded
Instantly And Continuously

All accounts insured by the FDIC up to $20,000.

•--------------R.A,C----------,
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Awards are
being offered
In the fields of poetry, drama,
and fiction. Dr. Mangam pointed out that manuscripts, with
return
envelopes, should be
sent to him Immediately.
A creative writing course
for freshmen will be offered,
along with
upper
division
courses in the writing of poetry,
playwrighting. and fiction writing. William Snyder, well-known
playwright, is in charge of drama
and fiction. Stephen Mooney,
Poet-In-residence at UTM and
editor of Tennessee Poetry journal, will be in charge of the
Introductory freshman course
and the advanced poetry workshop.
The creative writing program
at UTM is already well established. Student plays have had
successful performances and
works in poetry and fiction by
UTM students have been Published. Applicants from
any
part of America are eligible
for the scholarships, Dr. Mangam said. The closing date for
submission is July 1.

INSIDE-OUfslor
SAVES THE RIGHT SIDE
Sorting colors and pre-treating badly soiled areas are probably second nature to you in
laundering permanent press garments Here's another pre-washing suggestion that can prolong
the life of those garments.
Simply turn clothing inside out
before laundering to reduce wear
along crease lines. Magic sizing,
sprayed on as you do touch-up
ironing, reduces wear and tear
on you. Its special lubricant
helps your iron glide over fabrics quickly and easily, and
Magic sizing restores original
body without adding scratchy
st iffness

Towns Rely
On Trucks
LOMIE=1
.
11

WASHINGTON — More than
25,000 U.S. communities rely exclusively on truck transportation
to furnish them with all their
major goods.

Ziite 6

Zeuece

at the CELLAR LOUNGE

The Harrisons are members
of the First Baptist Church,

Lillard Dunn
Named To Health
Department Post
—LilMAYFIELD, Ky.,
lard Dunn Jr., 903 E. College St.,
has been named senior sanitarian for the Mayfield-Graves
County Health Department in an
announcement made today by
members of the board of health.
Dunn will assumed his new duties July 1.
A native of Carlisle County, he
received a B.S. degree from

Monday and Friday nites
Juke box fifes; no cover charge
Tues. - Wed. - Thur. Niles
Maggie Lee & The Percussions
Saturday Rites
The Mood Indigo
THE PARK TERRACE in South Fulton
Telephone 901-479-1321

Fulton, Ky.
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BILL HARRISON

Outstanding
as Union City's
Young Man of the Year. In that
same year he was named one
of the 10 outstanding Distinguished Service Award winners In
Tennessee.
and former
Mr. Harrison
Jaycee Pete Daniel are the two
men credited with establishing
Babe Ruth League baseball In
Union City. Mr. Harrison has
also been active in American
Red Cross work, the Chimes
for Charity Christmas drive and
a number of other civic projects.
He Is a member and past officer of the Rotary Club.
Mr. Harrison was employed as
a stork in the Personal Loan
Department of the Old & Third
In 1955 and three years later
was promoted to the position of
assistant cashier. He was made
manager of the department and
a vice-president of the bank in
1965 and, when the Reelfoot
Branch was opened, Mr. Harrison was named manager of the
installment loan departments
of both the main bank and the
Several competitive creative branch. Since its opening he
has
maintained his office in the
writing scholarship awards will
be offered freshmen and junior Reelfoot Branch.
Mr. Harrison lathe son of Mr.
transfers entering the University
of Tennessee at Martin for the and Mrs. Richard Harrison of
Cheatham Street. He was
East
fall quarter 1970, Dr. Charles
Mangam, chairman of the De- graduated from Union City High
School,
where he participated
PIrtmsnt of English, has
anin football, basketball, track
nounced.

Writing Awards
To Be Offered

ano boxing, in 1950.
WEATHER SERVICE IN
Bethel College.
Following his graduation he
WASHINGTON — The United
became a salesman with the
emstavs' first national weather
He has been previously
old Lovelace-Farmer Wholesale
for
senior sanitarian
service was begun in 1870 by the
Grocery
firm of Union City. ployed as
,Army Signal Corps.
confine.
When this firm closed its Union Hickman and Carlisle
City office in 1954 and moved
all
its facilities to Martin,
Mr. Harrison went with the
Joe Moore Fruit Company.
He remained there until he
joined the bank in 1955.
Mr. Harrison Is married to
the former Miss Melba Pager,
They have five children,Claudia
Open 5: p. m. to Midnight
14, Carmen 12, Betsy 6, and
twin boys. Bill and Pete, 2,

i

SHE'S
ONE
Of

Tiff

10 MOST
NELUBITIAL
WOMEN
IN
AMERICA

She's Ann Landers, chosen in a poll by.
United Press International, one of the
world's two leading news services. Her
advice to GI's and grandmothers alike
has won her a world-wide following. So
join the crowd.

She's in
THE NEWS

Every Week
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Sun. Mon. T
June 7-8
Great Fain
SENSATIONAL VALUES!!!
QUALITY SPRING AND SUMMER
STYLES AT GREAT REDUCTIONS!

Entire Stock of Ladies Summer
Shoes

JOHN-WAYN

111

P-L-TJ

eNySide

tithe
eifOWItall
TEDDY ECCLES
meow'ilcEiE

Dressy Pumps in
leather, 2-tone black and
white patents — Lizard and
Snake-skin prints in Ice Cobra
and Bone, all regular $8.88, Now

Numerous Styles of Pretty Flats in
pastel patents, white or bone leather

ERVICE Ile
ON — The United
national weather
egun In 1870 by the
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(Sale Ends Saiurday, June 6)

17 Nabbed At Martin,
14 On Drug Charges
Arndt" of the Tennessee )30- tag students at UTM, while the
reau of Criminal Identification other three were non-students
quietly led a series of raids or former students.
both on and off the campus at
Assisting THI
agents were
the University of Tennessee at officers of the Weakley County
Martin early this morning which Sheriffs Office, Martin city
resulted in the arrest of 17 police
and members of the
on drug and whisky university's
persons
campus security
charges.
police.
arrestFourteen of those
The Messenger learned today
ad and charged were Identified that a fourth non-student, with
a Union City address, was being
sought on a warrant charging
him with the illegal sale
of
narcotics.
The Messenger also learned
that UTM Chancellor Archie M.
Dykes invited agents of the TBI
onto the campus last April Ito
Tennesseans are receiving
conduct an investigation into the
larger income tax refunds this
reported use of narcotics, inyear, the Internal Revenue
cluding marijuana, LSD, methService announced today.
adrine and other drugs.

•

ea4e
tel
,
elLizeri, /ezt

I DETAILS AVAILABLE AT YOUR FRIENDLY ALP FOOD STORES
,

raid, which began
Today's
about 1 a.m. and ended about
5-30 a.m., was the climax of
the undercover
investigation.
In addition to hitting a number of places off campus, the
raiding parties searched suspected rooms in several campus
dormitories, Including Ellington
Hall, McCord Hall for Women

James A. O'Hara, District
Director of Internal Revenue
for Tennessee, mid that thr.
ough May 1, 1970, a total of
704,715 refunds have been
made to Tennessee taxpayers.
He added that the refunds
total for the same period if
time. The average refund this
year so far is $174.68 which
Is well above the
9 107.33
average at this time a year
ago.

•

4.

The child reportedly was playing alone near the pond when
she was discovered missing
Her body was found shortly
after by members of the family.
Hickman County Coroner Robert W. Brown ruled the child's
death as accidental drowning.
The body was moved to the
C. W. Curry Funeral Home in
Dyersburg, Tenn.
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Sun. Mon.. Tuea. Wed'
June 7-8-9-10
Great Family Fun

JOHN-WAYNt

HUMAN?

ANIMAL"

58
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Ocean Perch

790
780

Lb.

English Cut

Lb.

7 Rib Portions

Lb.590

Pork Roast

38

Lb.

Ki Loin Slr;i-I

Pork Chops

690
790
690

Lb.

Chunk

Bologna

Store Sliced

SYC Breakfast Bacon

Lb.

Lb.

880
790
69

Lb.

Braunschweiger

Lb

Bacon
B"$149

4-Lb.

End's & Pieces
Loin End

Pork Roast
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GENUINE IDAHO RUSSET

SWEET YELLOW CORN

kc,!..9C.(
F,OffEE

a

539

?$
'
219
SAVE 25c

Flaky Biscuits

Crisp Green

Merico

2 b—h- 290
Onions
Cantaloupes, . . each 490
10 69t
Oranges
JUMBO 13 SIZE

Gelatin

California

Jell-O Brand
Cake Mixes

AJAX CLEANSER
21-0Z.
CAN

A zo oz. 00

AP e

Es

'AP AP

21 Oz.(en
With This Coupon
Coupon Good Thru Sat., June 6
Coupon Good At ALP Stores
Reg. Price Without Coupon.
Limit 1 Coupon Per Custom.;

AP Ye lei W"

70z.

491;
QQN:1116:11%
2

1
;LIMB
KLEENEX
TOWELS go ROLLS
With This Coupon
Coupon Good Thru Sat. June 6
Coupon Good Al ALP Stores'

1111..
411M.

Box 100

3-LB.
I -0Z.
BOX

WITH COUPON IN AD

5
8

Golden Or White

AL

WITH COUPON IN AO

P Corn

Ions

(Save 100

19$

Box 100

KLEENEX
, JUMBO TOWELS AJAX DETERGENT
$4100
ROLLS

es
Lv.

Jane Parker

Cherry Pie

3 Oz.

tle

19IT HNCAODUPON
(Save 334)

Can
9"z 100

Charm

F"

M1M-

TECHN,COLOR 1
emp rqvr WARNER BROS

g A
,

Ground Beef

BIBB
LETTUCE

-.•••••

oinatione.
3.99 Now

'
Lb

3 Lb. Plcg. Or More

Cat Fish
Chuck Roast
Ar

691; Ground Chuck

Pork Chops
3 Lb. Pkg. Or More

River

PURCHASE

Fresh

Hamburger

Lb.690

LIMIT 4 WITH S5 00 OR
MORE ADDITIONAL

29C

LB.

Fried Fish Fillets

.•••••
••=11.-•••••
411..11•1

sther

PRICES
EFFECTIVE
HRU SAT., JUNE 6

880

Chuck Roast,

AJAX
CLEANSER

is in

NO LIMIT
NO PURCHAS
FRYERS

First Cut

Buttermilk Bread
By Parvern or Adult Guardian

LB.42P5

Boneless

Jane Parker

Persons Under 18 — Not Admitted Unless Accompanied

Fryers

LB.

OR MISSING LINK"

SUNDAY Thru TUESDAY
Jason Robards — Stella Stevens — In

FRESH WHOLE

RIB STEAK

CHUCK ROAST

FULTON j

NOW THRU
SATURDAY

THrrTROPI

More than 97,200 in new echo!:
arships, awards and Increases
in existing scholarships has been
received in advance gifts by the
University of Tennessee at Martin as part of the Pacemaker '70
program to raise the university's
private scholarship funds to $75,000.
Certain Union City residents
have done their share of donating money to the scholarship
program. Among them are Dave
Shatz, who gave $2,000 for a
Distinguished Four-Year Scholarship, and Mr. and Mrs. Hardy
Graham, who gave $10,000 for
a ten-year Freshman and Upperclassman Scholarship. First
Federal Savings and Loan Association and Delta Kappa Gamma, both of Union City, also
upped their current pledges.
According to F. G. Cann of
Union City, chairman of Pacemaker 70 and the U-T martin
Development Committee, currently $16,600 has been pledged
to UTM for Distinguished FourYear Scholarships for freshmen
and upperclassman aid.
Although UT-Martin, the fastest growing institution of higher
Warning in the state, is a stateaided university, many of its
needs, Including scholarships,
cannot be met from funds derived from taxes. Growing enrollments have intensified the
need for more private support
in the form of "extras" which
maks for a continued excellence.

U.S.D.A. INSPECT

SUPER -RIGHT
BEEF

Union Citians
Aid Students

lakt PanavitionvliMetnxolor

y Week

Charged In connection with
hither LSD or methadrine were
persons who registered es Hoc.
ert E. Scarborough of Eder,
N.C., and Ronnie Oswalt of
bonds were
Memphis. Their
set at $1180 each.
Sheriff Cooper said several
of those arrested had made
bond by noon today while others
were expected to be free on
brad this afternoon.

L.
CHUCK ...........................
STEAK

SUPER-RIGHT
BLADE CUT

Hickman County
Infant Drowns

—TerCLINTON, Ky.,
esa Burpo, 1-year-old daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Paul Burpo,
Crutchfield Rt. 1, drowned at
about 5 p.m. Wednesday in a
farm pond adjacent to her home
an the Moscow Road.

"SUPER- RIGHT"

4.1111t

••

(no arrests were made there),
Austin Peay Hall, Clement Hall,
Browning Hall and Atrium Hall.
There were no suspects at
the various fraternity houses
were bypassed by ...re
which
.By the end of this month,
most of the 1969 refunds will raiders.
Those taken into custody were
have been issued," said Mr.
reported to range in age from
O'Hara. Some refunds may 19 to 22.
have been delayed dote to error
Three of the arrests involved
which nit'st be resolved beof possessing
fore the refund can be issued. only charges
as
whisky. They registered
John Key of Gallatin, PaulSmith
of Memphis and Wilson Wallace,
is non-student, no address listed. Bail for the trio was set
at $95 each.
Bonds of $1,000 each were set
for persons who registered as
Johnny Fcrwlkes of Troy( a nonstudent), Thomas R. Lawrence
of Memphis, Richard C. Hayden
at Decatur, Ga., David Carmichael of Martin and his wife,
Mrs. Margo Carmichael (nonBowie of
student), Harry R.
Hatfield, Pe., Lynn Thornton
of
Vaughan
Craig
of Nashville,
of
Mallieny
Columbia, Clint
ot
Lawson
Memphis, John D.
Henry, Kenny D. McGough oh
Is
Jackson and John M. Evans
of Memphis. This group, according to weekley County Sheriff H arold Cooper, was
the poscharged with either
session or sale of marijuana.

Fresh
Things Are
Happening!

Where

Tennesseans
Received Larger
Tax Refunds

Reg. Price Without ('oupon
Limit I Coupon Per Customer
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Sweet Peas
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AP_ AP ill

11Q0QCNOciOcrE
(9
10c OFF Label
SWAN LIQUID 39116
Nir
22 Or. Bottle
With This Coupon
Coupon Good Thru Sat., June 6
Coupon Good At ALP Stores
Reg. Pfice Without Coupon
1 imit I Coupon Per Cualomer
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Cans

160z.$1
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Fulton, Ky.
A-Plant Will Cost
Austria $150 Million

WHEN DOES AN ATHLETE LOSE HIS
AMATEUR STANDING
In the United States an amateur loses his status when he
accepts money for his athletic services or performance. He is
also disqualified if he sells or pawns any trophy won in an
athletic contest.

VIENNA—Austria, which produces 25 billion kilowatt-hours
of electricity a year, is planning
a $150 million atomic power
plant near Tulin that will add 5
to 7 per cent to the Alpine republic's output of electricity. It
is expected to be in operation by
1975.

Here's where
a happy vacation
begins...YOURS
!!!
$3,775
1970 Chevrolet Wagon
Kingswood Estate, Tenn. title, gold color, fully equipped
including power steering and brakes, factory air, rack on
top, one owner.

1969 Ebbtide Boat and Trailer

Bargain!

161
/
2 foot long boat, 70 inches wide; has 40-hp Johnson outboard motor with electric starter; boat has top; heavy duty
trailer; used very little; traded in on a new Buick wagon.

Dr. Tessenger To Address Cuba

High Graduating Class June 8
- TwentyCUBA, Ky.,
eight seniors cell receive diplomas during Commencement
exercises at Cuba High School
at 8 p.m. Monday, June 8.
Dr. Ralph A. Tessenger, dean
of the Graduate School at Murray State University, will be
featured speaker at Commencement exercises.
Rev. Sylvester Fuller, associate pastor of the Reorganized
Church of Jesus Christ at TrCity, will deliver the Baccalaureate sermon at 8 p.m. Sunday, June 7.
Miss Elizabeth Olive Mathis,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Sam
H. Mathis, Sedalia, Rt. 1, is
valedictorian of this year's graduating class as Cuba. Her scholastic standing is a perfect 4.00.
Outstanding achievements at
Cuba for Miss Mathis have been
editor of the school paper during her senior year, serving as
treasurer of her senior class,
and membership in the Beta
Club and the Pep Club. She is
undecided at present about future plans.
Miss Patricia Colleen Thorp,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Edgar
H. Thorp, Mayfield, Rt. 7, is
salutatorian of this year's graduating class. Her scholastic
standing is 3.89.
During her school years a
Cuba, Miss Thorp served as
president of the FHA her genic,*

$2,075

Impala

Custom coupe, Tenn. title, grey color with black vinyl roof,
black cloth trim, V8, automatic, power steering.

$1,675

1969 Opel Wagon

MADRID—The Romani undw
Emperor Claudius brought sheep
to Spain in the First century
A.D. Riches from wool helped
finance the voyages of the conquistadors and even Cohunbus.
Death awaited any shepherd
caught smuggling merino sheep
out of Spain, but some took the
risk and gradually merino flocks
began to develop elsewhere tel
Furope.

Do You Know What
Frog Shakers Do?
WASHINGTON—Frog shakers
with donkey punchers are among
the 35,550 entries in the U.S.
Department of Labor's Dictionary of Occupational Titles, a
two-volume compendium.
Frog shakers help process to
bacco. Donkey punchers operate
diesel engines for the logging
Industry. Crabbers tend textile
equipment, gandydancers 1 a y
and repair railroad tracks.

Subscribe to THE FULTON NEWS—
Get ALL the News in one carefully-edited,
Well-Printed Weekly Package.

USE THIS HANDY ORDER FORM
ELIZABETH MATHIS
Cuba Valedictorian
year, received an FHA State
Degree her junior year, served
as historian of the senior class,
and was a member of the FHA,
Beta Club, the Library Club
and the Pep Club. She is undecided at present about her future plans.
Members of this year's graduating class at Cuba, in addition to Miss Mathis and Miss
Thorp, according to Principal
W. W. Chumbler, are as follows:
Glenda Faye Boyd, Frieda
Joyce Clark, Brenda Carol
Cooley, Patsy Ruth Evans, Patsy Mathenv Hale.

PATRICIA 7110RP
Cuba Salutatorian
Jen Lea McAlister, Sherry
Key Miller, Elizabeth Hope
Pickard, Brenda Kay Sheridan,
Doris Dick Shultz, Debra Kay
Singleton.
Fray Alan Adams, Rex Allen
Canter, Larry Monroe Crockett,
Mark Anthony French, Ronnie
Odean Fuller.
Danny Claude Howard, Joe
Edward Mathis, Morgan Puryear Mathis Jr., Herbert Louis
McCree.
Marvin Davie McKinney, Bob
Lynn Reed, Ronald Wayne
Wheeler, Jimmy Wayne Wigtins. Bobby Joe Stairs,

Editors, The Fulton County News
PO Box 307
Fulton, Ky. 42041
Please start
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Only
to rea
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FOR SALE:
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Pleasant St. A
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subscription to —

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
STATE

ZIP

I Enclose $

For Subscription.

RATES: Fulton, G
, Hickman Counties, Ky.
$3.1
Obion, Weakley Counties, Tenn.
$3.00. (Elsewhere in Ky
$4.20; Elsewhere in the US $4.00)•

INCOME TI
Make $4.00 ti
extra money es
urdays. Keep yt
Free starting I
nient. Rawleigh
tact Milton Ba
Main, Freeport,
233-4161.

Cars With S

A "WHITE STAR" cap saved
is a 1/2 penny earned!

2-door hardtop with vinyl roof; Kentucky title, blue color,
power steering, power brakes, V8, automatic, factory air,
bucket seats, console tape.

1

Sheep Smugglers
Risked Their Lives

Page 6

WAN'

$2,475

1968 Pontiac LeMans
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Fulton, Ky.
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TIRES
(Wheielsl

Green with Tenn. title. Four speed automatic transmission.

WHEELS A

$3,175

City Tit
lot W. Sta

1969 Caprice

Four door hardtop, green with Ky. tags. Power steering,
power brakes factory air, V-8 automatic, Vinyl top.

1969 Ford LTD

S. Fulton - P
tanMI

$2,775

TI

Two door hardtop, Tenn. title, red, V-8, automatic, power
steering, power brakes, vinyl roof.

$2,475
Skylark GS 400
1968 Two
door hardtop, with Tenn. title. Beige with V-8 auto-

1

matic, power steering, power brakes and factory air.

$1,575

1967 Chevelle

Two door hardtop with Tenn. title. Yellow, V-8 automatic
with black vinyl top.

$1,375

1966 Impala

Four door hardtop with Ky. tags. Turquoise with V-8 automatic, power steering, power brakes and factory air.

$1,175

1964 Impala

Four door sedan with Ky. tags. White, V-8, automatic. This
is an extra sharp car.

1963 Impala

$775

16 i
UP-RIG

Two door hardtop with Ky. tags. illue V-8 standard shift
with mag wheels.

$1,075

1965 Mercury

Four door hardtop with Ky. tags. Silver, V-8, automatic
with power steering, power brakes and factory air.

$2,175

1968 Dodge

Two door hardtop, Ky. title, yellow, V-8, automatic, power
steering power brakes, factory air & vinyl top.

$1,175

1965 Ford LTD

Four door hardtop,-Ky. title, white, V-8, automatic, power
steering, power brakes, factory air.

$475

1963 Falcon

2-Door hardtop, Kentucky title, red color, V8, standard
shift.

We have a salesman on duty
MONDAY thru FRIDAY until 8:00 P. M.

Taylor Chevrolet-Buick
"SEE ONE OF THESE SALESMEN"
Mike Williams, Warren Tuck, Manus Williams, Aubrey
Taylor, Vernon Spraggs and Dan Taylor

307 illighway

Phone 472-2466

Make money for your favorite charity or service
organization. Collect and redeem special Pepsi caps
with the "White Star" on the top.

501 Ny
Acrilan

Polyesti
Kitchen

This is your Pepsi-Cots Bottler's
way of taking an even greater
part in community affairs by
helping your local non-profit

group efforts.

WHO IS RIGIBLE?

HOW DOES IT WORK?

The Pepsi-Cola Bottli no
All public and private
organizations Operating on,
Company of Fulton, Ky..
non-profit, charitable or service
will .donate to any non-profit
basis, who register with the local s.,r charitable ii di orpsnl
Pepsi-Cola Bottler, are eligible
ration 'hc for each Pepsi-Cola
for the 54c on such Pepsi-Cola, "White
Stsr" bottle cap
'White Star" cap turned in.
turned in.
"White Star oottle caps will be
collected by the organization
and may be redeemed at the
Pepsi-Cola Bottling Company of
Fulton, Kentucky.
Caps may be redeemer..enveen
the hours of 8:00 a.m. and
4:00 p.m.

every Monday thru Friday

Only Pepsi-Cola caw
imprinted with•'White Sear'
from the Pepsi-Cola Bottling
Company of Fulton, Ky.
will becounted.
The Pepsi-Cola Bottling
Company of Fulton, Ky.
reserves the right to reject
projects and groups notadhering
to the ruin Or conditions as set
forth herein and will be the sole
judge of eligibility to register.

ewes send she nailleetten ter otevalslia bilenvallen en
Peon-Con's local runaltening Prepain tei
PEPSI COLA BOTTLING CO.
FULTON, KENTUCKY
PHONE 472-3770

1

Name
Henna Orsinisetnn
Address

Eas
Teri
Fre
Deli

City
Stets

Z#r

Tone hunter

Register now! Each cap worth % cent!
./e01.01,Lou^ 'errs.," •fTefl.V.•me .“0.11111
-

,
DIW, ART •IVITIOIO 'OAP,'.,,

Of

PepsiCo
IrvrgrIr

en.
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Know What
bakers Do?
14-Frog takers
punchers axe among
entries in the U.S.
of Labor's Dictiontional Titles, a
compendium.
help prooess to
ptmchers operate
for (be logging
bbers tend textile
gandydancers la y
railroad tracks.

Miss Wilson
Is Bride Of
Mr. Alexander

List your property with Keith
Akin Realty, 472-1140, Richard
Gosstun - Broker-Salesman,
472-3950.

So MUCH.. . .
for so LITTLE...
**********
Only 5c per word
to reach
6,500 Homes 1
WE BUY used (urnittre and
antiques. Broadway Auction
Theater, South Fulton, Tenn.
FOR SALE: Good 7-room
house, smoke house, well and
house, poultry house, and
small barn located on 1.4 acres
land, seven miles north of
Union City. Has mail route
and school bus; on good blacktop road. If interested contact
owner, 827 East Church Street,
Union City. Tenn
EARN $7,200 annually growing
rare Ginseng root' Send 82.00
(refundable) for seeds. details.
List of buyers payirng $30.00 lb.
included. G. C. iiierbs, 244
Pleasant St., Middleyboroagh,
Mass. 02346.
INCOME TOO SMALL?
Make $4.00 to $5.00 per hour
extra money evenings and Saturdays. Keep your present job.
Free starting kit. No investment. Rawleigh Products. Contact Milton Babcock. 223 E.
Mein, Freeport, Ill. Phone 815232-4161.

NOTICE: turn your unwanted items into cash. Contact
Broadway Auctabn Theater,
Broadway Street, South Fulton.
RENT Wheelchairs, crutches
and other convalescent aids at
CITY SUPER DRUG 408 Lake
St.
Fulton, Ky.

Miss Barker
Feted With
Bridal Party
FULTON, Ky.,
- Miss
Brenda Barker, bride-elect of
John Shepherd, was feted with
a pre-nuptial luncheon Saturday
at the lioliday Inn given by
Mrs. Charles Fields, Mrs. Jean
Smith, Mrs. Glynn Bushart and
in absentia Misses Dee Fields,
Terri Smith and Gail Bushart.
Miss Barker selected from
her trousseau a yellow doublebreasted sleeveless dress. Her
accessories were white. She was
presented a yellow cymbidium
orchid and a gift by the host.
esses.
The guests were seated at one
long table featuring a brandy
snifter encasing a bride ane
groom supporting an arrangement of white tulle and lilies of
Ithe valley. To each side of the
centerpiece were crystal candelabra with white tapers.
The guests were the honoree,
her mother, Mrs. Virgil Barker,
the mother of the groom, Mrs.
W. J. Shepherd, Mrs. L. A. Clifton, Mrs. Tony Taylor, Mrs.
Stanley Jones, Mrs. Bill Rice,
Mrs. F. A. Homra, Mrs. Norman Houston, Misses Rebecca
McKnight, Joy Jobe, Debra
Beard, Kathy Walker of Tullahoma, Tenn., Diane Bartholomew of Huntington, Tenn., Vickie Belcher of Nashville, Tenn.
and Debbie Penich of Sharon,
Tenn.

Half Drink Tea

City Tire Co.
lot W. State Line
S. Fulton - Ph. 478-2741

NEW YORK- About half the
people of the world drink hot or
cold tea. U.S. consumption averages about three-fourths of a
pound a person a year, compared with 10 pounds in Great
Britain and Ireland

State FFA
Convention
Scheduled

SOUTH FULTON, Tenn.,
- Mrs. Mary Rucker of The fortieth anniversary conSouth Fulton is today. announc- vention of the Kentucky Associaing the marriage of her son, tion of Future Farmers of
Paul Alexander, to Darlene Wil- America will be held In Louisson, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. ville June 3-5.
Charles Wilson of Homestead
Approximately 1,000 Future
Pa.
Farmers are expected to attend
The couple was married at the meet which will feature
5:30 p.m., Saturday, May 9, in speaking contests, recognition of
Homestead, Pa., at the home of agricultural achievement award
the Rev. Donald Tunie.
winners and the naming of the
Mrs. Alexander is the grand- organization's Star Farmer of
daughter of Mrs. Nellie Turner Kentucky. Harry Birdwell. naand the late Albert Turner of tional FFA president will be a
Homestead and Mrs. Bernise featured speaker.
Wilson Juan Heriedia.
Marvin Lee Wilson of LivingsShe attended Homestead High ton County, will be among the
School.
Western Kentucky representaMr. Alexander is the grand- tives attending the meet.
son of Leonard Williams and the
late Mrs. Lena Maddox of South
Fulton. He is a 1968 graduate of
South Fulton High School. He is
employed at Goodyear Tire and
Budding author or just hoping
Rubber Co.
They are making their home for good grades? Then forecast
in South Fulton.
your writing success by relying
on the stars. Good luck flows all
around when you write with a
Zodiac pen by Paper Mate. Each
of the 12 birth signs—from
Aquarius to Capricorn—has its
own Zodiac pen, especially horoscoped for individual personalFULTON, Ky.,
traits. A little extra astrologiPreliminary population figures ity
writer.
for Fulton and Hickman Coun- cal luck never hurt any
ties show a decrease, according
to figures released today by
District Manager Anita Brown,
who supervises the taking of
the 1970 Census of Population
and Housing in this area.
Fulton County's population is
We Buy and Sell
10,132 as compared to 11,256
There's
"gold" in those unin 1960.
Hickman County shows a decrease from 6,747 in 1960 to 5,874
this year.

ZODIAC PENS
BRING LUCK

_
Fulton,Hickman
Counties Show
Population Loss

GIRLS STATE DELEGATES-Six Obton County delegates
will leave by bus Sunday for Volunteer Girls State on the
Middle Tennessee State University campus at Murfreesboro.
The delegates, who were entertained recently at a social
by the American Legion Auxiliary, represented by Mrs.Waymoo Luten (standing, left), include (seated, left to right)

Wedding Of Marilyn Hardy,
Danny Smith Is Announced
Mr. and Mrs. Wilber Wright
Hardy of South Fulton announce
the marriage of their daughter,
Marilyn Frances, to Danny
Dwayne Smith, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Lewis Smith of Union City.
The couple said their vows
July 22, 1969, in the First United
Methodist Church at Trenton.
The double ring ceremony was
performed by the Rev. William
S. Evans n in the presence of
the bridegfoom's brother-in-law
and sister, Mr. and Mrs. John

"
'Penny Perryman of Kenton, Reece Moore of Union
CRY,
Jennie Osborne of Union city, (standing, left to right)
Eine Maynard of South Fulton, and Kathy Hampton and Lynn
King, both students at Obion County Central High School,
They will return home June 6,

Seniors Entertained
By Rev., Mrs. Best

-Grad.
FUL ION, Ky.,
uates of South Fulton and FulTo work or not to work?
ton High Schools were enter- That's a question that faces
Nickles of Jackson
tained in the home of the Rev.
The bride is the granddaughter ind Mrs. James W. Best in Ful- many young brides. Whether or
bride works after marof Robert Watts of Fulton and tAn.
A barbecue dinner was not the
the late Mr. Watts and of the
late Mr. and Mrs. George W.
should decide jointly, according
guests.
Hardy of Fulton.
Married," a new
Mr. Smith is the grandson of
The pastor presented a gilt to "Getting
Mrs. Lovie Cooper Smith of Union from the church to each 1970 booklet from Kimberly-Clark's
Life Cycle Center. This is one
City and the late Mr. Smith and graduate.
of the late Mr. and Mrs. Charlie
Adults attending the event of the many subjects discussed
Darker of 'Trezevant.
in the booklet, which is available
The bride and bridegroom are were Mr. and Mrs. George
"Getting
1970 graduates of South Fulton Brock and Mr. and Mrs. W. L. for ten cents from
High School.

THIS WEEK'S SPECIALS
17,000
20,000
23,000
26,000

HERE AND THERE: Definition of an airline stewardess
from John Sulko: A tipless
waitress . . Don Frankel tells
us that cowboys hase batteryoperated lights on their saddles
for night work, called "CornMunication Saddle Lights.
Wilfred Beaver says Howard
Hughes at least has prosed one
thing: The best way to make
money in Las Vegas is to stay
in your hotel room" ... Al
b
of nCanton, Ohio, tell,,
about she

Jackson
Purchase

COOLERATOR
AIR CONDITIONERS
BTU
BTU
BTU
BTU
INSTALLED AND SERVICED

Refrigerator Freezer
$369.95 no frost

— CARPET —
Big New Shipment
$4.99 Sq. Yd.
501 Nylon
Acrilan

$5.50 Sq. Yd.

Pelyester

$5.50 Sq. Yd.

Kitchen Carpet

$4.99 Sq. Yd.

17- Cubic Fool
REFRIGERATOR
$249.95 no frost

5 - Horsepower
GARDEN TILLER

$159.95
We will mail anywhere in the U.S.
Add $1 extra per copy for postage

The Jackson Purchase Historical Society has gathered

$58.88

material for this Edition for many months. Many
people throughout the area contributed material.

A pert of the revenue from the sale of the Edition
will be given to the Jackson Purchase Historical
Si:laetrile assist them in thei Jrntinuing their efforts

Time did not permit the use of some material which

to pother and preserve the history of the Jackson

the Society hopes to use at a later data. This 124-page

Purchase. This newspaper appreciates the tremendous

Edition is in newspaper form with advertising from

work of the Historical Society in this unusual

area businesses. Several hundred pictures and several

undertaking. Micro-film copies of this Edition es well
as bound copies will be presented to area libraries for

hundred thousand words we used in the edition to
tell a portion of the history of this,iiight-county area.
Muds of the material is new irititell14 entire edition is
the largest volume in one edition covering the
Purchaw ever compiled.

use in their counties by interested students and
historians. The Society appreciates the public's
oontributions to the Edition and regrets that some of
the material was too late to be incorporated in the
history.

SMUDGED PRINT

Be A Swinger! Swing into the 70's with MAXI-SAVINGS!

BU
YS
'
REM

Gzr

%GS#WIlk\\

AT
E.W. JAMES & SONS
SUPERMARKET
Fulton, Ky.

MAXI-SAVINGS stands for MAXIMUM, - yes, MAXIMUM sayings for you.- Mrs. Homemaker! MAXI-SAVINGS
means your Food Budget, - your Food Money, DOES MORE for you at E. W. James & Sons Supermarket, - MAXI.
SAVINGS means HAPPIER SHOPPING because your Food Dollars now perform at MAXIMUM EFFICIENCY!
Page 8 They'll DO MORE for you!
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U. S. GOVERNMENT INSPECTED

PEANUT BUTTER
2 'Pa.,-69t
STOKELY'S

20-oz. BOTTLE

TOMATO CATSUP

3 for ____ $1.00

HART'S 303 SIZE
WHOLE KERNEL OR CREAM STYLE

CORN
Cans $.1
SALAD BOWL

SALAD DRESSING

101 OZ.

&art

_ 49c

FRYERS
lb.23 Whole

CUT-UP FRYERS
FRYER - HALVES
FRYER - QUARTERS
BREAST
LEGS & THIGHS
GIZZARDS
LIVERS
BACKS
NECKS
WINGS
ROASTING - CHICKENS
CUT - UP FRYERS

Lb 29e
Lb. 29c
Lb. 29c
Lb. 59c
Lb. 49c
Lb. 49c
_ Lb. 79c
Lb. I9c
Lb. 10c
Lb. 33c
Lb. 33c
Lb. 29c

**WITH THIS COUPON**

VINEGAR
39e Jug

And additional $5.00
purchase excluding
milk and tobacco
products.

10c

..•••••••%•••%%%%%%%%

OLD JUDGE

RIB STEAK
ib.89c
SMOKED PICNICS

LAKE BRAND

22 or.

49c

B-oz. RONCO

LIQuio1U-LEMON
DETERGENT

69c

MAXWELL HOUSE 10-oz. JAR

2 for __ 29c

jar

(Family Silo)

WASHING POWDER
24 Cou'nt

$2.39

79c

NC mu
L.
A

4toio;,
1429
1.79

a

Lb. 36c

MARGARINE

$1.99

4

15-oz.

COOKBOOK SAUCES

3 for

DOUBLE COLA
59c

$1.00

BUY 6 GET 2 "FREE"
CARTON
Plus Deposit
OZ.
16

BREAD
8-oz.

DOG FOOD

40
"1111
Red

Spray

On Bottles

4 For $1

SAUCE

a.

KRLSP 8t FRESH

8for

$1.00

25 Lb.

$2.29

POTATO-CHIPS
394 Bag
9 OZ.

E. W JAMES'

CARROTS
lot

39c

SWEET MILK

$1.15

PIES

U. S. NO. 1

$1.00

Gallon

DCOIAENIIIIAT

FULTON

For Si

Lb. I5c

WRITE ONIONS

KRAFT MIRACLE WHIP

YELLOW ONIONS

PE.W.JAMES

WI
NTUMPON

$1.09

2 Lb.

KRAFT WHIPPED MIRACLE

25 Lb.

U. S. NO. 1

3 for

Doz

ICE MILK
1/2 Gal.44c

3 Lbs. __ _ _ 29c

ALAD DRESSING

Quart ___ 59c

UMIT 1 COUPON PER PURCHASE
311on.

GIANT SIZE

This Ad Gocd For 6- BIG DAYS

E. W. James & Sons

KOTEX

FLORIDA SWEET & JUICY

Dozen

041.10

TURNER'S OR SWIFT'S

Week.

We Will Be Closed All Day Sundays

•MAXWELL HOUSECOFFEE
BOLD

VELVEETA

9

6Ears49t
CANTALOPES

ONE COUPON PER FAMILY
orns EXPIRES JUne 10. 1970.

10 OZ. JAR ONLY $1.39

$1.19

**WITH THIS COUPON**
Limit 1 Coupon
16 oz. size
Per Family Per

SWEET CORN
ORANGES

HL1F2

CELLO BAG

WESTERN CROWN GOOD TASTING

WITH THIS COUPON WHEN
YOU BUY A 10 OZ. JAR OF
INSTANT

AT

2 Lbs.

JAZZ

ELBOW MACARONI

TODAY TI

agssweircimmtmOINICSk
KRAFT

HOT DOGS

U. S. NO. I YELLOW

!MN

Lb. 29c

STOKELY TOMATO

STA-FLO STARCH

$1.00

GRADE
LARGE

Lb. 39c

NECK BONES

VAN CAMP WENNA

INSTANT COFFEE

(Whole or Half Stick)

REELFOOT

20 OZ.
LOAF

EGGS
394

Lb. 69c

HYDE PARK

$1

$1.00

5 Lbs.
LYNN GROVE

TENDER

CONTADINA

For

FRESH

99c

BOLOGNA

32-oz.

15 1/2 OZ.3

Only

2 Lbs.

SLAB BACON

ALPINE

MAN WICH

PAPER
Pkg.69c

DAISY

SLICED

POTTED MEAT 3 3,4-oz. 8 for $1.00

SANDWICH SAUCE

Regular
89c
Seller

Lb. 49c

OLEO

SLICED BACON

FLOUR

lb. 79t

**NO
LIMIT**

1

REELFOOT DIXIE

LIBBY'S

39c

9.5 OZ. CAN

REELFOOT

HUNT'S 303 SIZE

SAUSAGE 4-oz. 4 for

CAN BISCUITS

REG.
2 for 35

And additional $5.00 purchase excluding
milk and tobacco products.

STOKELY'S GATORADE

COFFEE

I

BUTTER M' NOT

Richtex
Shortening 390 Avocado Tahita
Ice Tea Glass
3 lb.
Limit 1 Please.

JERGENS

BATH SIZE SOAP

THUR.
FRI.
SAT.

••

U. S. CHOICE

TIDE
ONLY
FMCS
WITHOUT
COUPON

SONS./

ruPASUP
AxEIll-SZRIIE
INGTS"

Qc

4000
ONLY
AT E. W. 3111114118 & Sons
OPPIN IXPINIS June 10. 19'70
HYDE PARK

DRINKS

12-oz. 6 for

E. W. JAMES NEW STORE HOURS
MON. TUE. WED
THUR. FRI. SAT.
8 A.M. TO 7 P.M.
8 A,M, TO 9 P.M.

59c

SMUDGED PRINT
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ASPIRIN

1
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REX.V.L. EYELO

Eve
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MEDICINE

evero
eye Istir

Lotion
oz

Atg,

L
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Milkof Children
Glycerin
Ma9nesia Aspirin Suppositories
Plain cr-/Vint
flawed
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Tablets
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CHEWABLE
VITAMIN C
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Chewable
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